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Welcome to Oakwood Auctions PDF Catalogue No.1, for our next Online and live auction. We hope this
catalogue finds you and your family safe and well.
As we all start to recover from the Pandemic, we hope that all the clubs and societies will soon be able to
hold in person meetings and bring our hobby back to where it was. If Oakwood can help in any way, then,
please give us a call.
In this auction, we have 2793 lots to be sold over five days, from Thursday April 21st, 2022 until Monday,
April 25th, 2022. Start times can be found on the Viewing arrangements.
We are pleased, to let you know that we have over 460 lots of Canadian material and over 440 for the USA.
There are 582 British Commonwealth lots from all periods, and 350 Great Britain lots from Queen Victoria
to Elizabeth. Our worldwide lots consists of most countries.
We hope there is something for everyone.
If you wish to view any of the auction lots in person, please call us, to book an appointment. We want to
continue with keeping you safe and other viewers too, so we have provided 10 scans for most lots, which
we hope will help collectors and alike, see what is in the more bulky lots.
If you wish to take part in this auction, then please register at our website www.oakwoodauctions.com and
you will be able to bid via the comfort and safety of your home.
We are already working on our next auction, which will be set for after the stamp & Coin Show in mid to
late September. If you have any material that you wish to consign for this auction, or future auctions, please
give us a call or drop us an email.
Best wishes from the Oakwood Team
Larry, Jason, Carrie and Nick
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Viewing Arrangements
All pre-sale viewing will be conducted by appointment only. Arrangements can be made by calling
905 951 7600 and asking for Nick or Jason, or by emailing nick@oakwoodauctions.com.
Viewing will start on March 28th, 2022 and will continue until April 20th 2022. Between Monday and
Friday you can visit the office between the hours of 09:30 to 16:30. One week prior to the sale, on Saturday
April 16th, 2022 (Easter Saturday), viewing will also be available, between the hours of 10:00am to
4:30pm.
Viewing will be conducted at 61 Ringwood Drive, Unit 6. All lots will be available at this location,
ample parking at the rear.
COVID protocols will be in place and we would prefer that masks are worn while viewing, for your
own safety and ours. Tables and chairs will be cleaned after each use. There will only be two persons to
each table, in-line with the 6ft distance rule. Hand sanitizer will be available for use on arrival and when
you leave. Tea and coffee will be available during viewing.
.

The Auction

Each day the auction will start at 10:00am
Day 1. April 21st (Lots 1 to 516): Rest of World A - Israel
Day 2. April 22nd (Lots 517 to 1102), British Commonwealth
Day 3. April 23rd (Lots 1103 to 1547), Canada and Provinces followed by Lots 1548 to 1688 Great
Britain Singles
Day 4. April 24th (Lots 1689 to 1897), Great Britain Collections including Face & Channel Isles,
followed by Lots 1898 to 2301 USA.
Day 5. April 25th (Lots 2302 to 2793), Rest of World, Italy – Z.
There will be regular comfort breaks during all sessions and breaks for lunch and evening meal each day.
Please note the April’s auction will be held behind closed doors due to the COVID restrictions

Auction Agents
An agent on the floor is a good way to make sure your bidding intentions are well-represented, if you
cannot participate in person. Auction agents can view material, execute bids limit bids, and maintain your
anonymity if desired. We recommend the following agents.
Please contact an agent directly. All of the names below are knowledgeable, experienced auction
buyers.
Jamie Hennebury
709-351-4103
probuck5@hotmail.com

Nick Martin, Love Auctions UK
(44) 0120546 0968
nick@loveauctions.co.uk

Trevor Chinnery UK
(44) 01205 330026
trevortrilogy@aol.com

Bids
All postal and emailed bids must be received by 5pm on the 20th April to allow us time to enter them
prior the start of the auction. Alternatively, you can bid via www.Oakwoodauctions.com. No outbid notices
will be sent by Oakwood Auctions during the auction.
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Conditions of Sale
Contract of Sale Contract
This contract shall supersede any financial institution's decisions in a court of law.
The auctioneer is the legal representative of Oakwood Auctions. As such, the Auctioneer's decisions during
a live auction are without dispute and are final.
Oakwood Auctions reserves the right to reject any bid for any reason whatsoever. If there is a dispute
between bidders or the validity of a bid, Oakwood Auctions will make the final determination
If a winning bid is not paid in full in the designated amount of time, Oakwood Auctions can, at their
discretion, re-auction the item and the delinquent bidder will be invoiced for any shortfall of said item.
The bidder must understand and adhere to the "Conditions of Sale" and "Terms and Conditions" prior to
placing any bids.
Payment Terms:Contract
All funds are in USD (US Dollars).
The auctioneer is the legal representative of Oakwood Auctions. As such, the Auctioneer's decisions
during a live auction are without dispute and are final.
Oakwood Auctions reserves the right to reject any bid for any reason whatsoever. If there is a dispute
between bidders or the validity of a bid, Oakwood Auctions will make the final determination.
If a winning bid is not paid in full in the designated amount of time, Oakwood Auctions can, at their
discretion, re-auction the item and the delinquent bidder will be invoiced for any shortfall of said item.
The bidder must understand and adhere to the "Conditions of Sale" and "Terms and Conditions" prior
to placing any bids.
Conditions of Sale
1. Each lot sold will have a buyer's premium of 20% added to the hammer price (winning bid), resulting
in the total purchase price.
2. Canadian bidders are required to pay their respective provincial sales tax.
3. Oakwood Auctions reserves the right to cancel, combine, or separate a collection of lots without prior
notice.
4. Bids will be accepted at the sole discretion of the auctioneer.
5. The auctioneer may bid on behalf of the consignor as authorized. The auctioneer may also accept
telephone bids and absentee bids.
6. Full risk and responsibility will be placed on the winning bidder with regard to payment and shipping.
Said bidder must adhere to all terms, conditions and applicable laws.
7. The winning bidder is responsible for making payment to Oakwood Auctions along with any
arrangement(s) relating to procurement of winning lot(s), satisfactory to Oakwood Auction's terms and
conditions. Any other arrangements regarding payment approved by Oakwood Auctions must be in
writing from an Oakwood Auctions representative.
8. Winning bidders must make payment within 48 hours from the date of receiving the invoice. If this
condition is not met, a charge of $15.00 USD per diem will be incurred by the winning bidder. The lot
will become the property of the winning bidder only after full payment is received and
shipping/procurement arrangements have been established to the satisfaction of Oakwood Auctions.
9. Once the auction closes, lots which have been won will be stored at Oakwood Auctions facilities at the
sole risk of the winning bidder, until paid in full and shipping/procurement arrangements (satisfactory to
Oakwood Auctions in writing) have been made.
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10. All lots are sold "as-is" and do not come with any warrantees or guarantees of any kind. Oakwood
Auctions strives to provide the most accurate descriptions possible and does not intend to mislead,
misrepresent, or falsify any descriptions, dimensions, weights, sizes, edition sizes, authenticity, and/or
rarity.
11. Payments may be made in cash, by credit card or cheque (pursuant to clearing), or via e-transfer, bank
draft or PayPal. Accepted credit cards are Visa, Mastercard and Amex.
12. Failure to pay in full for winning lots can result in legal actions taken against the winning bidder.
Actions may include (but are not limited to) removing the delinquent bidder from the approved bidder
list, re-auctioning the lot item(s) and taking legal action against the delinquent bidder who would be
responsible for any shortfall and accrued storage or legal fees associated with that lot.
Shipping Terms:Shipping
All fees and costs associated with shipping are separate from the hammer price (winning bid), buyer's
premium and sales taxes.
Shipping and insurance can be arranged through our preferred courier, PakShip, at 905-470-6874. All
shipping and handling charges will be billed through the courier. Local pickup is also available within 5
business days of payment in full. Alternatively, winning bidders can arrange their own shipping if cleared
by Oakwood Auctions.
The winning bidder is responsible for understanding the import fees and import laws of their respective
province/state/country. It is also the bidder's responsibility to obtain any and all import documentation
(import/export licenses, certificates or other documentation) prior to bidding. Oakwood Auctions will not
be responsible for bids placed on an item which is restricted in the aforementioned bidder's country. In such
cases, the winning bidder will still be responsible for payment within 2 business days of receiving the
invoice. Oakwood Auctions is more than happy to help bidders obtain an estimate on duties and taxes but
these are just estimates; we cannot guarantee nor be held liable for the accuracy of said estimates.
Oakwood Auctions is not responsible for damaged, lost or stolen merchandise while in transit.
Oakwood Auctions reserves the right to ship parcels via our own in-house shipping methods, based on
actual weight or dimensional weight (whichever is greater).
If your item has not been shipped or picked up within 5 business days of the auction conclusion, a storage
fee will be charged per item at a rate of $15.00 USD per diem.
Taxes: Canadian bidders are required to pay their respective provincial sales tax.
Condition: Condition Disclaimer
1. Oakwood Auctions strives to provide the most accurate descriptions possible and does not intend to
mislead, misrepresent, or falsify any descriptions, dimensions, weights, sizes, edition sizes, authenticity,
and/or rarity. Therefore, no refunds will be issued if, in the winning bidder's opinion, the lot is not in the
exact condition specified. Bidders are encouraged to request more information on the lots they are interested
in before bidding.
2. Lots are sold on an "as-is" basis with no implied warranties or guarantees.
3. Technical errors with the website or platform will not be considered the fault of Oakwood Auction.
Oakwood Auctions will not be responsible for said errors.
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BID SHEET

18 Ringwood Drive, Unit 1, Stouffville, Ontario, L4A 8C1
905 591 7600

WWW.Oakwoodauctions.com

nick@Oakwoodauctions.com

I hereby authorize Oakwood Auctions to purchase on my behalf the following lots, at or below
the limit stated. I have read and agreed to the terms of sale as printed in the catalogue.
Bidder's Name and Address (please print)

Please confirm if this a change of address
Please confirm you have read our sales
and Shipping terms
A Buyer's Premimum of 20%, plus tax will
be added to the hammer price and will be
part of the total purchase prices.

You may increase my bids by one increment to break tie bids
I wish to set a limit to my bids
Ship lots under $
can be sent by regular mail, at my own risk, once full payment received
I wish to Pick up and make payment for my lots
Signature
ALL BIDS MUST BE RECEIVED AT OUR OFFICE NO LATER THAN 24 HOURS BEFORE THE SALE
LOT NO.

BID

LOT NO.

BID

LOT NO.
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BID

LOT NO.

BID

LOT NO.

BID

LOT NO.

BID

LOT NO.
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BID

LOT NO.

BID
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2302: Italian Colonies and States, 1920's to 1940's a mint and used collection on stocksheets

USD 260 - 300

Italian Colonies and States, 1920's to 1940's, a mint and used collection on stocksheets, includes Eritrea, Oltre Givba, Etiopia, Italian
Africa, Libya, Somalia, some duplication, will catalogue over $2400, Mostly f-vf

USD 20 - 30

2303: Italian Colonies Mint and Used

A small Italian Colonies grouping including both mint and used, in identified and priced 102's. Includes East Africa with Airs. Total
Scott- $347.

2304: Italian Offices Abroad and Colonies, 1919-1920, a mint and used group, includes Castelrosso, Corfu,

USD 60 - 80

Italy Offices Abroad and Colonies, 1919-1920, a mint and used group, includes Castelrosso, Corfu, Dalmatia, etc, Will catalogue
over $400 Scott 2022, appears f-vf

USD 500 - 750

2305: Italian States Collection Mint and Used

An Italian States collection, containing both mint and used. Includes stamps from Modena, Naples, Parma, Roman States, Sardinia,
Tuscany and Two Sicilies. Any major faults not counted. Includes Modena #8 small thin ($57.50), Naples #2 ($37.50), Parma #2/#8
($675), Roman States #1a/#24c incl. #1e used, #5a mint, #8 ng, #12 used, #13 mint stained, #13a used ($8,702), Sardinia #2/#15,
#P1-#P2, 4- #110b used, #13b, #14c, #14d, #15 ($5,991), Tuscany #5/#20 ($1,445), Two Sicilies #1/#25b, 2- #1 used, #13a used,
#25b used ($2,084). Romagna #8 reprint with fake cancel. Total Scott- $19,000.

2306: Italian colony of Cyrenaica, 1923- 1950, #8 / #77, with some Semis and Airs, a mint and used

USD 120 - 165

Italian colony of Cyrenaica, 1923- 1950, #8 / #77, with some Semis and Airs, a mint and used selection on 102s, catalogue value
845 Scott 2022, appears f-vf

2307: Modena 1852 #1 5c Black Green Used VG-F

USD 10 - 15

Modena 1852 #1 5c Black Green used, VG-F, with 2 clear margins. Scott- $127.50.

2308: Modena 1852 #3 2b Black Greenish White Used F-VF

USD 10 - 15

Modena 1852 #3 2b Black Greenish White U F-VF. 2 ample margins top and bottom, with large to jumbo sides. Scott- $65.
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2309: Modena 1852-1857 #7 10c Black Rose VG MHH

USD 35 - 45

Modena 1852-1857 #7 10c Black Rose, vg, mint, heavily hinged. Scott- $475.

2310: Modena 1852-57 #4 25c Black Yellow VG-F Unused

USD 15 - 25

Modena 1852-57 #4 25c Black Yellow, vg-fine, unused, hinged. Slight tone spot lower left and around the crown. Scott$250.

2311: Modena 1857 #7 10c Black Rose Mint VG-F

USD 30 - 40

Modena 1857 #7 10c Black Rose, mint vg-fine. Scott- $475.

2312: Modena 1859 #12b 20c Blue Violet Used VG

USD 20 - 25

Modena 1859 #12b 20c Blue Violet, used, vg. Scott- $260.

USD 30 - 35

2313: Modena 1859 #14b 80c Buff Mint VG-F

Modena 1859 #14b 80c Buff, mint, vg-fine. The rarer "0" omitted error. Small ink spot at right, still attractive. Scott- $345.

USD 35 - 50

2314: Modena 1859 #PR5 10c Black Mint Fine
Modena 1859 #PR5 10c Black, mint, fine. Repaired tear LL, othewise attractive. Scott- $1,025.

USD 15 - 20

2315: Parma 1852 #2-#3 Used VG-VF

Parma 1852 #2-#3 Used VG-VF. 10c with wide margins showing adjoining stamp at UL, but LL corner lightly clipped). 15c with 3
ample to jumbo margins, but into at right. Scott- $225.

2316: Parma 1853 #PR1 6c Black Deep Rose VG Unused
Parma 1853 #PR1 6c Black Deep Rose, vg, unused. Few wrinkles, slight soiling, adhesion at back. Scott- $2,750.
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USD 25 - 30

2317: Parma 1859 #15 40c Red F-VF MHH

Parma 1859 #15 40c Red, fine-very fine, mint , heavily hinged. Some soiling around the periphery, ink spot in top frame line, rub
through '40' and through 'A' of Stati, thinned. Scott- $550.

2318: Roman States, Sardinia & Parma 1857-1867 Used

USD 35 - 40

A used grouping of 14, from Roman States (reprints, mostly faulty), Sardinia (#10-#13) and Parma 1857 #9 15c Red ($325).

USD 700 - 850

2319: Sardinia 1853 #4 5c Blue Green Fine Mint

Sardinia 1853 #4 5c Blue Green, fine, mint. Embossing still present on this very scarce and rare example. Scott- $17,500.

USD 450 - 575

2320: Sardinia 1853 #6 40c Pale Rose F UN

Sardinia 1853 #6 40c Pale Rose, fine, unused. Embossing on all aspects, inlcuding the lettering. Slight soiling, heavy adhesion, but
rare. Scott- $11,250.

USD 30 - 35

2321: Sardinia 1861 #15 3 Lire Bronze Fine MH

Sardinia 1861 #15 3 Lire Bronze Fine Mint Hinged. 4 distinct margins, but closer at UR. Embossing is slightly off centre, shifted UL.
Fresh and attractive. Scott- $400.

USD 25 - 30

2322: Tuscany 1851-52 #15, #21 U VG-F

Tuscany 1851-52 #15, #21, used, very good-fine. #15 6c deep blue, in all around ($300). #21 40c rose, in a left and right, lightly
thinned at bottom ($350). Total Scott- $650.

USD 30 - 40

2323: Tuscany 1857-59 #14-#15 U VG/F

Tuscany 1857-59 #14-#15, used, very good/fine. #14 with 3 good margins, in at UR. #15 in at UL, and a little faulty UR. Scott$475.

USD 75 - 100

2324: Two Sicilies 1861 #19/#25 Mint/Used

A mint and used grouping of Two Sicilies 1861 #19/#25, including #19, 3- #20, 2- #21, #22, 2- #23, #25. Couple major wrinkles and
creases, generally vg-f. Total Scott- $1,500. Please see photos.
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2325: Italian States and Colonies, 1867-1920's, a mint and used accumulation

USD 50 - 60

Italian States and Colonies, 1867-1920's, a mint and used accumulation, includes some states, Trieste, Fiume, Liberia, Eriteria,
Somali, with C1/C6 Eritria MNH, will catalogue over $170 Scott 2021, Appears f-vf

2326: Italy & Colonies 1920-1999 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 70 - 90

A larger mint and used Italy and Colonies accumulation from 1920 to 1999, either hinged on album pages, or on hingeless mounts
on album pages. Generally, fine to f-vf throughout with an overall high catalogue value. Please see photos.

USD 150 - 200

2327: Italy & States Mint/Used Accumulation

A larger, predominantly used with some mint, Italy and States accumulation of over 1,000, loaded with better items. Housed on a
number of well filled double sided stock sheets. Some duplication throughout, including earlier. Many high denominations, earlier
generally fine and f-vf onwards. Noticeably way better than your average Italy and States accumulation. Please see photos.

USD 100 - 150

2328: Italy 1860's-1950's Accumulation Used

A used and duplicated Italy accumulation, of approximately 1,000, from the 1860's to the 1950's. Includes Dues, Special Delivery,
Airs and more. Many earlier examples with quality a bit mixed, but generally at least fine, and the more modern component is at least
fine-very fine. Neatly laid out on 7 and a half loaded double sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2329: Italy 1860's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 75

A mint and used Italy accumulation from the 1860's to the 1960's, hinged on album pages and on double sided stock sheets.
Includes Vatican City. Some noticeable duplication in the earlier, but fairly attractive and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

USD 20 - 30

2330: Italy 1860's-1980's Accumulation Used

A used Italy accumulation of many hundreds, from the 1860 to the 1980's. Some duplication with some noticeable shades, but
appears fine to f-vf throughout. Total Scott is well over $275+. Please see photos.

2331: Italy 1861-1948, #19/#477, a mint and used collection

USD 100 - 120

Italy 1861-1948, #19/#477, a mint and used collection, includes Airs,Express, Service,Dusand parcel post, appears f-vf
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2332: Italy 1861-1982, #24/#2291, used collection,

USD 180 - 200

Italy 1861-1982, #25/#1537, used collection, includes postage dues, parcel post, delivery stamps, AMG and some Agean Islands,
appears f-vf

USD 400 - 500

2333: Italy 1862-1890 #17/#63 Mint/Used

A mint and used grouping of Italy from 1862-1890 #17/#63, in identified and priced 102's. Some quite noticeable duplication, but of
better items like 64- #30, 8- #33, quantities of #50, #53, #55, #56, #56a, #58-#63 mint, etc. Also includes 2- #17 used (one with a SE
and pulled perfs), #20 (clipped corner), #42 NG, etc. Generally, at least f-vf throughout. Excellent for the online reseller. Total Scott$8,400

USD 20 - 25

2334: Italy 1862-1932 + BOB Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint and used Italy accumulation from 1863-1932, plus some BOB, neatly hinged on loose album pages. Includes better pre 1926,
older Officials, Dues, Occupation and Offices in China issues, etc. F-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2335: Italy 1862-1942 #21/#438 Collection Mint/Used

USD 75 - 100

A mint and used Italy collection from 1862 to 1942 #21 (2nd printing)/#438, hinged on loose Kabe album pages. The #17 is not
genuine. Includes some nice earlier issues with many earlier part sets with a few top vals. Quite attractive, fine through 1900, and at
least f-vf onwards. Please see photos.

2336: Italy 1862-1961, #17/#831 &#C13/#QY10, a mint and used accumulation

USD 150 - 160

Italy 1862-1961, #17/#831 & #C13/#QY10, a mint and used accumulation, some duplication otherwise f-vf

2337: Italy 1863-1939, #23 / #412, a mint and used collection in two albums

USD 80 - 100

Italy 1863-1939, #23 / #412, a mint and used collection in two albums, will catalogue over $640 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

USD 350 - 400

2338: Italy 1863-1945 #23/#460 Used Collection

A used (scattered with some mint) Italy 1863 #23 to #460 collection, plus some BOB. Identified and catalogued in pencil, in a well
filled stockbook. Some very light duplication. Earlier is generally fine, at least f-vf to vf onwards. Total Scott- $4,800.
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2339: Italy 1863-1962, #23/#853, a mint and used collection

USD 100 - 130

Italy 1863-1962, #23/#853, a mint and used collection in two albums, much of the mint has been effected by humidity, and toned
gum is the result, will catalogue over $1200 (scott 2021), with better items, mostly fine, need inspection

2340: Italy 1863-1980, #24 / #1431, a mint and used collection in two albums

USD 300 - 350

Italy 1863-1980, #24 / #1431, a mint and used collection in two albums, will catalogue over $2600 Scot 2021, mostly f-vf

2341: Italy 1863-1980's, #25/#1484, a mainly used accumulation

USD 40 - 50

Italy 1863-1980's, #25/#1484, a mainly used accumulation, duplication, good selection of modern postmarks, appears f-vf

2342: Italy 1863-1989 #23/#1790 Mint/Used Collection

USD 300 - 350

A quality, larger, mint and used, with many nh, Italy collection from 1863-1989 #23/#1790, housed on hingeless album pages, in a
beautiful Italia album. Includes many earlier issues from #24 practically complete to 1927 only missing a few tidbits, many complete
and many part sets throughout, plus numerous unlisted varieties and examples. Very attractive, and a noticeably better than average
Italy collection. Generally, fine to 1900, and vf onwards. Please see photos.

2343: Italy 1863-1999, #24/#2291, used collection,

USD 250 - 300

Italy 1863-1999, #24/#2291, used collection, in an well filled album, a clean collection, appears f-vf

USD 30 - 35

2344: Italy 1889-1929 Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint and used Italy accumulation from 1889 to 1929. Some duplication, quality a little mixed in places, otherwise fine throughout.
Total Scott- over $300+. Please see photos.

USD 700 - 900

2345: Italy 1890-1932 #58/#271 Mint/Used

A mint and used grouping on identified and priced 102's of Italy from 1890-1932 #58/#271. Duplication throughout, but of better items
like 3- #60 mint, 16- #85, 4- #62 mint, 4- #63 used, 8- #66, #70-#71, #78 mint, 4- #106 used, #110 mnh, 12- #110 used, 3- #114
used, #116 mint and used, #117 used, #165 nh and used, 2- #177a used, etc. An excellent lot for the online reseller. Total Scott$9,240.
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2346: Italy 1920's to 1960's, A mint and used accumulation in packets. includes, San Marino and Vatican,

USD 200 - 250

Italy 1920's to 1960's, A mint and used accumulation in packets. includes, San Marino and Vatican, some dupication, will Catalogue
$2400 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

USD 200 - 300

2347: Italy 1932-2004 #274/#2603 Mint/Used

A quality mint, nh, and used Italy grouping from 1932-2004 #274/#2603, in identified and priced 102's. Very light duplication. Includes
2- #304 used, #288 questionable cancel, not counted, #475-#476 nh, #489-#492 + #C127-#C128 mint, #495-#506 used, 17- #506
used, #514 nh, 2- #573 used, etc. At least f-vf throughout. Total Scott- $3,892.

2348: Italy 1943-1954 Allied Military Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 125 - 175

A mint and used Italy Allied Military Government accumulation from 1943 to 1954, hinged on loose album pages. Attractive and f-vf
throughout. Includes #ILN11-#1LN12 mint ($16) and #1NL13 used ($90), plus much more. Lots of complete and part sets. Please
see photos.

2349: Italy 1945-1979, #463 / #1387, a near complete used collection

USD 150 - 180

Italy 1945-1979, #463 / #1387, a near complete used collection, include used set of #574-#576 ( with questionable cancels), will
catalogue over $1050 ( not including 574/576, appears f-vf

USD 200 - 250

2350: Italy 1950's - 1990's Mint/MNH Collection

A 1950's to 1990's mint (mostly nh) Italy collection, housed in a pretty loaded, quality Lindner hingeless album. Exceptionally fresh,
and very attractive throughout. Please see photos.

2351: Italy 1980-1992 #1391/#1912, a near complete used collection, includes pairs and blocks with labels

USD 55 - 60

Italy 1980-1992 #1391/#1912, a near complete used collection, includes pairs and blocks with labels, will catalogue over $370 Scott
2021, appears f-vf

2352: Italy 2003 - 2008, #2529 / 2898, a near complete used collection in two albums
Italy 2003 - 2008, #2529 / 2898, a near complete used collection in two albums, will catalogue over $670, appears f-vf
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USD 15 - 20

2353: Italy Accumulation M/MNH

A small mint, mnh Italy accumulation, with a couple used. Couple attractive blocks, fresh, and vf throughout. Please see photos.

USD 500 - 600

2354: Italy BOB Collection 1915- Mint/Used

A larger mint and used Italy 'back of the book' collection, as early as 1915, identified and priced in 102's. Very light duplication.
Includes #B1/#B46 ($765), #C1/#C128 ($2,250), #CB1/#CE9 ($74), #D5/#D16 ($196), #E1/#E26 ($664), #J1a/#J64 ($1,860), #O6
($60), 2- #P1 ($162), #Q1/#Q58 ($587). Also includes #C7 used, 2- #C10-#C11 mint, #C62-#C65 mint, 9- #127 used, #E6-#E8 used,
#E12 used, #J1a NG, #J21 used, #B3 nh, 2- #B17-#B19 mint, #B30 used, #Q1 used, etc. Total Scott- $6,638.

USD 15 - 20

2355: Italy Modern Accumulation MNH

A small mnh Italy accumulation housed on 4 double sided stock sheets. Attractive, fresh and vf throughout. Please see photos.

2356: Italy Revenue & Documents Accumulation Used

USD 125 - 150

A used Italy revenue and documents accumulation of about 150 to 200, generally from the 1940's, with some earlier and some later.
These were used as payment for the validation of acts and public documents, such as passports, statements and notorial acts. A
neat lot showing different types of documents, with different stamps, from different periods. Please see photos.

USD 200 - 250

2357: Italy 1849 #49 30c Brown U VG

Italy 1849 #49 30c Brown, used, VG. Fresh, lightly cancelled, shifted right. One of the scarcer used issues. Scott- $2,650.

2358: Italy 1979 #1292 2000 I Multi Perf Shift MNH

USD 175 - 225

Italy 1979 #1292 2000 I Multi Perf Shift, bottom wing margin example, and very rare with this dramatic of a misperf. Exceptionally
attractive and fresh, included with a 2010 SBPV cert. Sassone #1459b 9,000 Euros.

2359: Roman States 1852 #10 50b Dull Blue Used VG

USD 40 - 50

Roman States 1852 #10 50b Dull Blue Used VG with margins clear to large, but in at right. Very small thin, and UR corner crease.
Scott- $1,650.
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2360: Italy and Italian States, 1861- 1973, #17/#1091, a mint and used accumulation

USD 180 - 220

Italy and Italian States, 1861-1973, #17/#1091, a mint and used accumulation, Italy semi Postals, Sardinia, Parma, Scily, with some
better items, will catalogue over $1600, appears f-vf

2361: Italy & Colonies 1863-1960's Collection Used

USD 100 - 150

A noticeably larger, predominantly used Italy and Colonies collection from 1863 to the 1960's, with some mint in the Colonies.
Includes some Cyprenaica, Eritrea, Fiume, Libya, Somalia and Tripolatania. Will easily catalogue well over $600+. Housed in two
green Scott Speciality albums, as well as stock sheets and loose album pages. Attractive throughout. Please note that only a very
small percentage of this lot has been photographed. Please see photos.

2362: Italy, Eritrea & Libia 1896-1930's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 45 - 60

A mint and used groupinng of Italy, Eritrea and Libia from 1896 to 1930's, hinged on album pages with one double sided stock sheet.
Some duplication, includes some BOB. Includes a fair Italy component from #23/#123. Generally, earlier fine to f-vf onwards. Please
see photos.

2363: Italy, Italian States and Colonies 1852-1973, a mint and used accumulation on leaves

USD 300 - 350

Italy, Italian States and Colonies 1852-1973, a mint and used accumulation on leaves,some duplication, catalogue over $2900 Scott
2021, appears

2364: Italy & Offices Abroad Collection Mint/Used

USD 150 - 170

A better, mainly mint and used Italy and Offices Abroad collection of 170, hinged on loose Scott album pages. Includes issues from
Libia, Italian Somaliland and many offices abroad including 1919 China Tiensin #9 ($180), 197 Rhodes #13 mint ($240), Italian
Somaliland Parcel Post #Q42 ($62.50) and much, much more. Quite attractive, and f-vf throughout. Total Scott- $1,700. Please see
photos

USD 350 - 400

2365: Italy and States Mint/Used

Mint and used Italy and States in identified 102's, in a great counter book. A great assortment of many earlier and better singles and
sets, including Italy used #24-#33, #52-#57, #58-#71, #97-#110, #46 unused, mint #48 (small clipped corner LR), #158-#163, etc.
Condition generally fine to f-vf. Total Scott- $5,900 (reprints not counted). Please see photos.

USD 225 - 300

2366: Italy Offices Abroad Collection Mint/Used

A mint and used Italy Offices Abroad collection in identified and priced 102's. Includes examples from Social Republic, Offices in
China, Crete, Africa, Turkey, Albania, Constantinopoli, Durazzo, Janina, Jerusalem, Salonika, Scutari, Smyrna, Valonid, Rhodes and
Trieste. Includes as well is Bengasi #1a mint. At least f-vf throughout. Total Scott- $3,250.
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2367: Ivory Coast 1892-1992 #11/#929h Mint/Used

USD 20 - 25

A small grouping of mint and used Ivory Coast from 1892-1992 #11/#929h, in identified and priced 102's. Includes #11 mint, #32
mint, a couple Airs #C14/#C57, plus some more. Total Scott- $170.

USD 120 - 140

2368: Japan 1872-1875 #5/#50 Used.
Japan 1872-1875 #5/#50 Used.16 stamp collection.VG-Fine.Some faults.See photographs.Scott value $1,367.

2369: Japan 1872-1974, a mainly used accumulatuion , with some mint in two albums and loose sheets

USD 220 - 250

Japan 1872-1974, a mainly used accumulatuion , with some mint in two albums and loose sheets, will catalogue over $2000 Scott
2021, appear f-vf

2370: Japan 1876-2003 #55/#2853 Mint,MNH,Used.

USD 250 - 300

Japan 1876-2003 #55/#2853 Mint,MNH,Used.An extensive collection spanning over 125 years of Japanese postage.Includes
singles,sets,blocks.Includes some nice MNH semi-postals,air-post,and Japanese offices abroad. See photos. Scott value $2,960.

2371: Japan 1899-1927, #92 / #201, a MH group on a stocksheet,

USD 100 - 120

Japan 1899-1927, #92 / #201, a MH group on a stocksheet, catlogue catalogue value $691 Scott 2021, odd tone spot and short perf,
otherwise appears f-vf

USD 120 - 140

2372: Japan Extensive Stamp Collection

Japan, 1970's to 1990's, a mainly used extensive collection with over 7,600 stamps.These are packaged by categories in plastic
packages. See photos, appears f-vf

USD 30 - 35

2373: Japan Stamp Booklet Collection MNH

Japan A MNH (mint never hinged) Japan stamp booklet collection containing 26 booklets. Appears mostly f-vf, please see
photos.

USD 140 - 180

2374: Japan Stamp Collection 1872-1947

Japan 1872 to 1944, #9 /#359, MNH andused collection on preprinted leaves, catalogue value over $600+, Scott 2021, appears f-vf.
Please see photos.
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USD 60 - 80

2375: Japan Stamp Collection 1883-1990's

Japan 1883 to the 1990's, a mainly used accumulation in a album, some duplicaiton with some better early issues, catalogue value
$275 Scott 2021, appears mostly f-vf.

USD 160 - 200

2376: Japan Stamp Collection 1899-1981

Japan 1899-1981, #92 / #1452a, a MH/MNH and used accumulation on stocksheets and leaves, some duplication, interesting
cancels , appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 60 - 70

2377: Japan Stamp Collection 1900s- 1960s,
1900s-1960s , a used accumulation on stocksheets,with some early issues.Some duplication, Please see photos.

USD 55 - 70

2378: Japan Stamp Collection 1900s- 1968

Japan 1900s-1968 a mint nd used accumulation, includes a MNH #218-#221 set ($132), as well as #125, and #255 ($40). Appears
mostly fine, please see photos.

USD 75 - 100

2379: Japan Stamp Collection 1900s-1990s

Japan 1900s -1990s a mainly used accumulation, with some MH/MNH, on stocksheets, containing over 350 stamps o, appears
mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 45 - 60

2380: Japan Stamp Collection 1900s-2011
Japan 1900s-2011, a MH/MNH and used accumulation on stocksheets, appears mostly f-vf, Please see photos.

USD 40 - 50

2381: Japan Stamp Collection 1920s-1960s

Japan 1920s-1960s, a mint and used collection including an interesting hand made 'mini album' of early Japanese stamps and
cards. Please see photos.

2382: Japan Stamp Collection 1935 -1960s MH/MNH

USD 130 - 150

Japan 1935-1960s , a MH/MNH group over 100 stamps, includes some Semi Postal and Airs, a little random, but still a clean lot,
appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.
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USD 80 - 100

2383: Japan Stamp Collection 1987-1994 MNH

Japan 1987-1994, #1714/#243, 1MNH (mint never hinged) in a album,, includes singles, souvenir sheets and booklet, catalogue
value $530+ Scott 2021s . Please see photos.

USD 150 - 180

2384: Japan 1871 #1-#4 U F/VF

Japan 1871 #1-#4 U F/VF. #1 48m brown used, fine ($225), #2 100m blue used, very fine ($225), #3 200m vermillion used, fine
($325), #4 500m blue green used, f-vf ($550). Total S/C 2021 value is $1,325.

USD 45 - 60

2385: Japan Postal Cards

Three Japanese postcards, two used and one unused. Includes 1937 #JSDA #2, First Day Commemorative Cancel on reverse, and
2 other superb cards; "Togo", as well as "The Triumphal Celebration in the Middle Ages". Please see photos.

2386: Korea , Korea Democratic People"s Republic 1884-2007 #1/#4685 Mint,MNH,Used

USD 150 - 250

Korea , Korea Democratic People"s Republic 1884-2007 #1/#4685 Mint,MNH,Used . An extensive collection spanning over 120
years of Korea, then Korea Democratic People's Republic.Includes a nice Korea Airpost section.#C#2/C#37. The collection contains
an abundance of singles,sets and souvenir sheets..See photos with accompanying details. Scott value over $2,000.

2387: Laos 1956-1986 #27/#698 Mint, MNH, Used

USD 30 - 40

Laos 1956-1986 #27/#698 Mint, MNH, Used. A collection of mostly mint and MNH stamps.Majority are sets VF quality. See photos .
Scott value $210.

USD 15 - 20

2388: Latvia/Lithuania 1918-1939 Mint/Used

A mint and used Latvia/Lithuania/Central Lithuania grouping of 200, from 1918 to 1939, neatly hinged onto Kabe pages. Fresh and vf
throughout. Please see photos.

2389: Latvia 1919-1992 #13a/#326 Mint MNH Used.

USD 120 - 150

Latvia 1919-1992 #13a/#326 Mint MNH Used.This lot has a nice mix of early Latvia as well as modern.Included is a nice/rare group
of Semi-postal and air post stamps.See #112 MNH , #C5a ( Pair-imperf between),C12-13 (rare - 2x$200) .The collection contains
many very nice sets including 2N23-33, 111-2(NH) ,180-3 , 202-6 , 300-307 , B34-9 , B34-9 Imperf set, B56-65 , B66-71 , B82-6
B87-91 (NH), ,CB 1-2, ,CB3-5 , and more.Scott value $1,359.
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USD 50 - 60

2390: Lebanon 1924-1981 #10/#465 Mint MNH Used.

Lebanon 1924-1981 #10/#465 Mint MNH Used.The collection consists of postage ,#10/#465,Semi-Postals,#B1-3 , Air Postals
,#72/#802 ,Postal Tax , #RA1. Majority of the Air Post are MNH. Scott value $250.

USD 40 - 50

2391: Liberia Norman Rockwell FDC Stamp Collection 1979

A Liberia First Day Cover collection containing 50 Norman Rockwell scounting covers all dated September 1, 1979. A very attractive
group of covers. Nice group for the Scouting collector.Please see photos.

USD 50 - 70

2392: Libya 1912-1983 #1/#1055 Mint , MNH , Used.

Libya 1912-1983 #1/#1055 Mint , MNH , Used.A nice mix of postage and some semi-postal , #B45-6 , B48 , Occupation-semi-postal
(#2NB1-2 , 2N14) ,Occupation postage due stamps (2NJ1-6 , Occupation air-post , 2NC2.Sets include #83-87 , C36-38 , #88-94 ,
C39-42. Semi-postal - #B4 ,nice mint singles ( #24 ,27, 47 , 48) and more.Scott value $531.

USD 300 - 350

2393: Liechtenstein 1912-1986 #1 /#860 a mint much MNH and used collection

Liechtenstein 1912-1986 #1 /#860 a mint much MNH and used collection many early complete used sets, Semi postals, Airs, and
officials, will catlogue over $3200 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

USD 30 - 40

2394: Liechtenstein 1917-1968 Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint and used Liechtenstein grouping as early as 1917, hinged on a couple album pages and on double sided stock sheets.
Includes quite attractive #O37-#O46 nh full sheets. Please see photos.

USD 70 - 90

2395: Liechtenstein 1956-2007 #1371 Mint,MNH,Used
Liechtenstein 1956-2007 #1371 Mint,MNH,Used,Singles,sets.Includes
postals,officials,and apr-post. Scott Value $600.

Semi-postals,Officials,air

2396: Liechtenstein 1912 -296 #1a/#296 Mint,MNH,Used.

post

,Includes

Semi

USD 120 - 150

Liechtenstein 1912 -296 #1a/#296 Mint,MNH,Used.

2397: Liechtenstein 1960 #356, 50p MNH block of six
Liechtenstein 1960 #356, 50p MNH block of six, Scott value $330 (2022), appears f-vf
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USD 130 - 160

2398: Luxembourg 1852-1908 #1/#90 Used.

Luxembourg 1852-1908 #1/#90 Used.An early collection of Luxembourg.Overall good quality Vg - VF .Rarer stamps include #4 (4
good margins) and a rare #5.Also - #11 and a nice #24 with good margins and nice date cance.Scott value $1,810.

2399: Luxembourg 1852-1926 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 100 - 150

A mint and used Luxembourg accumulation of 125, from 1852 to 1926, with many better issues including #1 used, #4 unused (thin),
#5 unused (creased), #12 used ($240), . A couple minor corner faults, a couple pulled perfs here and there, but generally, fine to f-vf
througohut. Total Scott- over $2,500+. Please see photos.

2400: Luxembourg 1859-1926 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 30 - 45

A mint and used Luxembourg 1859-1926 accumulation, hinged on loose Kabe pages. Does not include #4, but rather #18. Part sets
throughout. Very attractive Officials component with some wing margin examples, a couple Dues, etc. Clean and vf throughout.
Please see photos.

2401: Luxembourg 1859-1980 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 175 - 225

A little larger, mint and used Luxembourg accumulation 1859 to 1980, containing a number of part and complete sets, a couple of
nice blocks, and a few earlier issues like used #14, #18, etc. Includes a fair amount of Semis, as well as some Airs and Dues. Neatly
laid out on double sided stock sheets and in mounts on loose Scott album pages. Generally, f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2402: Luxembourg 1860's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 30 - 40

A mint and used Luxembourg accumulation from the 1860's to the 1970's. Includes some earlier material, as well as a little more
modern material with some duplication, f-vf throughout.

2403: Luxembourg 1870-1941 Postcards Collection

USD 130 - 150

A rather large and extensive, mint and used collection of over 300 Luxembourg pre-printed postcard/postal stationary from 1870 to
1941. Includes Formular, Postal Cards, Postal Collect, German Occupation and much more that has not been catalogued. Only a
couple with a little peripheral toning, but generally in great condition throughout. Please see photos.

2404: Luxembourg 1879-1940 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 25 - 35

A mint and used Luxembourg 1879 to 1940 accumulation, neatly hinged onto Scott album pages. Includes #53 used, an attractive
grouping of Officials, part sets throughout, as well as Semis, Dues, and Airs. Clean and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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2405: Luxembourg 1880's-1940's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 60 - 80

A mint and used Luxembourg accumulation from the 1880's to the 1940's, containing a nice mnh component on a stock sheet.
Remainder hinged onto Harris and Kabe pages. Generally, fresh, attractive, and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2406: Luxembourg 1917-2003 #111/#1115 Mint,MNH,Used.

USD 120 - 150

Luxembourg 1917-2003 #111/#1115 Mint,MNH,Used.Includes postage - 1917 -2003,Semi-Postal collection - 1921-1984
#B2/#351,Postage Due, #J8,9,22 , Officials-#044,052-7, 59, O63 ,O140 .Scott value $886.

2407: Luxembourg 1921-1997 Collection Mint/Used

USD 100 - 125

A mint and used Luxembourg collection from 1921 to 1997, containing over 500, hinged on album pages, housed in a brown binder.
Includes #B64-#B65 used ($90), many part and some complete sets, clean, fresh, and at least f-vf to vf throughout. Total Scott is
over $2,000+. Please see photos.

USD 150 - 200

2408: Luxembourg Sheets Collection MNH

A mnh Luxembourg sheet collection containing over 75 full and partial sheets. Includes full sheets of #372 ($22), #369 ($140), #367
($75), #366 ($75), #346-#348 ($63), plus much more. A few trivial separations on only 1 or 2 sheets. Very attractive, and vf
throughout. Housed in a quality G&K binder. Please see photos.

2409: Luxembourg 1852-1874 #1/#27 Used/Unused

USD 120 - 150

Luxembourg 1852-1874 #1/#27. Includes used #1, #4, #5, #6, #8. Unused #27. Clean and attractive. #4 beautifully tied on piece with
crisp SON cds. Total Scott- $1,500.

2410: Luxembourg 1859-1867 #9/#16 Mint/Unused

USD 225 - 275

A mint and unused group of 6, Luxembourg 1859-1867 #9/#16. Includes mint #10-#11. Unused #9, #12 (thin at right), #14, and #16.
Fresh and fine. Total Scott- $2,840.

USD 45 - 65

2411: Luxembourg 1860 #5 2c Black Used F-VF

Luxembourg 1860 #5 2c Black, used, f-vf. A nicely centred example with a cancel UR, that does not detract. Scott- $550.
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2412: Luxembourg 1867-1881 #15/#42 Mint/Used

USD 225 - 275

A mint, used and unused Luxembourg grouping from 1867-1881 #15/#42. Includes mint #15, #17, #25, #32, #42. Unused #20. Used
#23-#24. Fresh, attractive and f-vf throughout. Total Scott- $1,545.

2413: Luxembourg 1873-1908 #26/#92 Mint/Used

USD 200 - 250

A mint and used group of Luxembourg from 1873-1908 #26/#92. Includes mint #26, #68-#69, #86, #92. Used #44, #59. Fresh, clean
and attractive. Total Scott- $1,255.

2414: Luxemburg 1864- 1921, # 6 / #195, a mint and used acumulation on leaves

USD 140 - 160

Luxemburg 1864- 1921, # 6 / #195, a mint and used acumulation on leaves, includes 1864 4c yellow, officials, Semi Postals, Air
Post, will catalogue over $1200, Scott 2021, appears f-vf

2415: Macao 1887-1997 #32/#906a Mint, MNH, Used.

USD 60 - 80

Macao 1887-1997 #32/#906a Mint, MNH, Used.Singles,sets,blocks.Includes Air Post, Postal Tax, and Postal Tax Due stamps.Scott
value $510.

2416: Macedonnia 2005 #352 /#353, MNH Europa and Emblems issue in blocks (20) and strips (21) of four in

USD 180 - 220

Macedonnia 2005 #352 /#353, MNH Europa and Emblems issue in blocks (20) and strips (21) of four in sheetlets, catalogue value is
$50 each block and strip $2050, appears f-vf

2417: Marshal Islands 1900-1990 #7/#365 Mint, MNH, Used.

USD 40 - 50

Marshal Islands 1900-1990 #7/#365 Mint, MNH, Used.A nice collection ,of early 1900-1923 ,including a #22 nice VF $85), also
includes a nice MNH collection #35-#358. Scott value $303.

2418: Memel 1920-22 , 1923 #N3/N89. Lithuania #217/#691 Mint,MNH, Used.

USD 50 - 70

Based on the historic connection between Memel and Lithuania,we have combined these two country collections into one nice lot.A
mix of early and modern issues,Singles, sets, and block. Scott value $450.

2419: Mexico 1856-1900, #1 / #303, a mint and used collection on leaves,
Mexico 1856-1900, #1 / #303, a mint and used collection on leaves, catalogue value $2712, appears mostly f-vf
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2420: Mexico 1856-1930 #2/#1730 Mint MNH Used

USD 60 - 80

Mexico 1856-1730 #2/#1730 Mint MNH Used. A collection from early postage (#2/#247) to very nice mint and MNH singles blocks
and sets.Scott value $450.

2421: Mexico 1950's to 1970's, a mint and used collection with some early issues

USD 60 - 80

Mexico 1950's to 1970's, a mint and used collection with some early issues includes semi postals, some duplication, will catalogue
over $350 otherwise f-vf

2422: Mexico 1956-1974, #897a/#1057, a mint and some used collection, mostly related to the Olympics

USD 120 - 150

Mexico 1956-1974, #897a/#1057, a mint and some used collection, mostly related to the Olympics, with many imperf sheetlets and
blocks,will catalogue over$500, appears f-vf

2423: Monaco 1880's-1950's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 125 - 150

A mint and used Monaco 1880's to 1950's accumulation, neatly hinged on loose Scott and Kabe pages. A nice looking group,
including #1 imperf mint, #9 used ($500), and much more. Clean, attractive, fresh and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2424: Monaco 1880's-1950's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 100 - 150

A mint and used Monaco accumulation from the 1880's to the 1950's. Contains Dues, Semis, complete sets, blocks, Grace
Kelly/Prince Reiner, and more. Includes 1885 #2 mint, #13 mint (spots and wrinkles), #47 mint, 2- #92 used, etc. Duplication
throughout, but all attractive, f-vf to vf, and neatly laid out on 11 double sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2425: Monaco 1885-1940's Accumulation Mint/MNH

USD 275 - 325

A mint and mnh Monaco accumulation from 1885 to the 1940's. Majority is mnh, with some mint and a few used. Included are some
early mint #1-#4, #7, #13, #15, #17, #20-#21, #24-#29, etc. Used #1, #3, #5-#6, etc. A high quality, very fresh and attractive
accumulation with a large catalogue value. Please see photos.

2426: Monaco 1885-1994 #1/#1994 Mint,MNH,Used.

USD 140 - 180

Monaco 1885-1994 #1/#1994 Mint,MNH,Used. Covering over 100 yearsof the postage of Monaco.An abundance of nice mint.MNH,
and used stamps.Singles,and mant attractive MNH sets..Worth a close look at the photos. Scott value $1,270.
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2427: Monaco 1890's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 25 - 35

A mostly mint with some used, Monaco accumulation from the 1890's to the 1970's. Very fresh, attractive, at least f-vf throughout,
and neatly laid out on double sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2428: Monaco 1922-1940 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 65

A mint and used Monaco accumulation from 1922 to 1940. Includes mint #1-#2, and other better mint, as well as Dues. Please see
photos.

2429: Monaco 1940's-1960's Accumulation MNH

USD 50 - 60

A mostly mnh (a few cancelled) Monaco accumulation from the 1940's to the 1960's, housed in a blue stockbook. Includes #20 used,
#418a nh, #366-#370 + #C46-#C48 nh, plus more. Includes many part and some complete set throughout. Very fresh, attractive and
vf throughout. Please see photos.

2430: Monaco 1947-1984, #198 /#1418, a mint and used group, includes MNH sheetlets from 1970s/80s

USD 35 - 40

Monaco 1947-1984, #198 /#1418, a mint and used group, includes MNH sheetlets from 1970s/80s, Will catalogue $230+ Scott 2021,
appears f-vf

2431: Monaco Modern Accumulation MNH/Used

USD 60 - 90

A mint (majority nh), with some used, Monaco accumulation containing singles, blocks and souvenir sheets. Includes 1956 Royal
Wedding (Grace Kelly and Prince Reiner). This is a more modern accumulation, neatly laid out on double sided stock sheets, housed
in a green binder. Please see photos.

USD 75 - 100

2432: Monaco Modern incl #2-#3 Mint/Used

A mint, mnh, and used, predominantly more modern, Monaco accumulation, on 3 double sided stock sheets. Includes mint #2-#3
($127), #362a ($19), #100-#102 nh ($18), #1270-#1274 ($12), plus noticeably more. Attractive, clean and fresh throughout. Please
see photos.

2433: Monaco Stamp & Souvenir Sheet Collection MNH

USD 175 - 225

A mnh Monaco stamp and souvenir sheet collection containing in 3 albums including a quality Davo speciality album. This Davo
album begins in '69, very well filled until '74 (includes more post '74), but has places for stamps until '79. The other 2 albums contain
a quality grouping of 125 Monaco and France 'Souvenir Stamp Covers'. A great eye appealing collection, attractive and vf
throughout. Please see photos.
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USD 35 - 45

2434: Monaco 1885 #8 75c Black Rose F MLH

Monaco 1885 #8 75c Black Rose, fine, mint lightly hinged. Few rubbed spots upper third, and at back of head, with a short perf or
two. Affordable example. Scott- $275.

2435: Monaco 1885 #9 1fr Black Yellow VG-F MH

USD 250 - 300

Monaco 1885 #9 1fr Black Yellow, vg-fine, mint hinged. 2 or 3 shorter perfs, but a very attractive, fresh, nice clean example of this
rarer issue. Scott- $1,750.

USD 75 - 90

2436: Monaco 1885-1921 #1/#29 Mint/Unused

A mint and unused Monaco grouping 1885-1921 #1/#29. Includes mint #1, #3, #13, #15, #24-#29. Unused 2- #2, #3-#4. Clean,
fresh, attractive, and generally fine to f-vf. Total Scott- $606.

USD 200 - 220

2437: Monaco 1891-1921, #11/#26 mint
Monaco #11/#26, 1c to 1Fr MH, will catalogue over $750, Scott 2021, appears f-fv

2438: Mongolia 1945-1948, #83 / #1388, a mainly used collection , with some mint in a album and looses

USD 70 - 90

Mongolia 1945-1948, #83 / #1388, a mainly used collection , with some mint in a album and looses pages, some duplication
throughot, will catalogue over $530+, appears f-vf

USD 15 - 20

2439: Montenegro 1874 #1/#12 M/U F/VF

A mint and used grouping of Montenegro 1874 #1/#12. Includes mint and used perf 10 1/2 #1/#6, and mint and used perf 12 #8/#12.
2c press out diagonal crease, 15c horizontal crease, 5c major horizontal crease. Otherwise, fresh and attractive. Total Scott$290.

2440: Mozambique Stamp Collection 1886-1979, #17 / #628, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets

USD 60 - 80

Mozambique Stamp Collection 1886-1979, #17 / #628, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, some duplication, otherwise
appears mostly f-vf

2441: Mozambique 1885-1953 #8/#383 Mint/Unused/Used.

USD 60 - 90

Mozambique 1885-1953 #8/#383 Mint, MNG, Used. A mixed collection of early postage to modern. Includes #10 ($110), many sets #100-113,Mint,114-24, 165, 287, 296, and more. Scott value $602.
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USD 90 - 120

2442: Nepal 1886-1880 #9/#388 Mint MNH Used.

Nepal 1886-1880 #9/#388 Mint MNH Used. A nice quality used group of imperf singles and blocks,#70,10,Several nice mint/never
sets including#130-33 , .,5-6(NH) ,#155-8 , #159-62,#163-6 , #198-203-10 ,211.213, Scott value 275.

2443: Netherlands & Colonies 1854-1955 Collection Mint/Used

USD 375 - 500

A loaded, extensive, practically complete, mint and used Netherlands and Colonies collection from 1854 to 1955. Includes early and
better issues from Suriname, Curacao, and Dutch Indies, with some modern mnh. Includes many better early Netherlands, top vals,
many complete and part sets throughout, and has an extremely high catalogue value. Quite impressive. Hinged on pages in a red
speciality album. Includes used #1-#12, #17-#32, #55-#82, #83-#85, #133 (clipped corner), #143/#160 (no 6c), #164-#193,
#278-#281 and more. Netherlands Indies used #3-#22, #30, #37, #62, #98, #80 and more. Please see photos.

2444: Netherlands 1850's-1950's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 175 - 200

A mint and used Netherlands accumulation from the 1850's to the 1950's, containing many better from 1852-1888. Includes used #3
($130), #6 ($100), #53 ($130), #17-#22, plus much more. Includes Dues, Semis, as well as Netherlands Indies and Suriname, all
housed in 2 stock books with a few loose double sided stock sheets with the early issues. Some duplication, but generally attractive.
Only a couple minor faults in the earlies, and at least f-vf to vf onwards. Please see photos.

2445: Netherlands 1852-1888 #1/#32 Most Used,Some Mint.

USD 100 - 130

Netherlands 1852-1888 #1/#32 Mint,most used.

2446: Netherlands 1864-1899, a used selection on leaves,

USD 75 - 100

Netherlands 1864-1899, a used selection on leaves, includes some postage dues, calalogue value $580, a few faults, otherwise
mostly fine

2447: Netherlands 1864-1928 #4/#188 Collection Mint/Used + BOB

USD 50 - 60

A small, mint and used Netherlands collection from 1864-1928 #4/#188, plus some BOB, containing approximately 900 stamps.
Includes used #18, #50, etc. Also includes Dutch Indies and Suriname. Hinged on loose Kabe pages, f-vf throughout. Please see
photos.

2448: Netherlands 1864-1944 #4/#261 Collection Mint/Used

USD 90 - 110

A mint and used Netherlands collection from 1864-1944 #4/#261. A collection with quality earlier issues, well filled for period, all
hinged onto a number of Scott and Kabe album pages, f-vf throughout. Overall a fairly high catalogue value. Please see photos.
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USD 65 - 75

2449: Netherlands 1867-1950's Mint/Used

A mint and used Netherlands accumulation from 1867-1950's, hinged on a number of album pages, and a couple double sided stock
sheets. Includes a good number of earlier issues, as early as #7, a few souvenir sheets, and some modern sets on stockcards. Also
includes a couple Curacao and Antillen. Generally, f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2450: Netherlands 1869 to 1970's mint and used

USD 40 - 50

Netherlands 1869 to 1970's mint and used accumulation, including semi postals, and later MNH, will catalogue over $150 (scott
2021), appears f-vf

USD 75 - 100

2451: Netherlands 1870's-1950's + Face

A mint and used Netherlands accumulation from the 1870's to the 1950's on double sided stock sheets, with some duplication, and
includes $211 in face. Please see photos.

2452: Netherlands 1880's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 65

A mint and used Netherlands accumulation from the 1880's to the 1960's, and includes Netherland Antilles, Curacao and Dutch
Indies. Included are a number of earlier Netherlands issues. Includes 2- #263a souvenir sheet ($130). Generally the earlier is fine to
f-vf, and f-vf onwards. Please see photos.

2453: Netherlands 1890's-1920's Accumulation Used

USD 25 - 30

A heavily duplicated used Netherlands accumulation of 900, from the 1890's to the 1920's, plus some modern nh Suriname. Includes
a number of #277 blocks. F-vf throughout, and housed on double sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2454: Netherlands 1906 -1994 Semi-Postal Stamp Collection #B1/#B682 Mint,MNH,Used.

USD 120 - 160

Netherlands 1906 -1994 Semi-Postal Stamp Collection #B1/#B682 Mint,MNH,Used. Mint and used singles and many sets.Also
included is a group of nice Air Post ,Postage Due, and Officials.Scott value Over $1,000.

USD 30 - 35

2455: Netherlands 1977 #B535-#B538 Sheets

Netherlands sheets from 1977 #B535-#B538. Each pair is in a complete sheet of 100 x 3 sheets. #B535 and #B536 damaged by
moisture, rendering 4 rows damaged. Also a few small creases, otherwise f-vf. Total Scott- over $360+. Please see photos.
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USD 35 - 45

2456: Netherlands Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint, mnh and used Netherlands accumulation, including some Netherlands Antilles issues. Generally more modern throughout,
but does include some earlier examples. Generally, f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2457: Netherlands and colonies 1864- 1980s, a mint and used accumulation, with some Semi

USD 50 - 65

Netherlands and Colonies 1864- 1980s, a mint and used accumulation, with some Semi postals,Officials, plus colonies, including
Curacao, Dutch Indies, appears f-vf

USD 35 - 45

2458: Netherlands Booklets MNH

Netherlands stamp booklet collection of 69 regular and semi postal booklets, plus some modern face. Total Scott- $380. Please see
photos.

USD 75 - 90

2459: Netherlands Stamp Collection 1867-1967

A mint and used Netherlands stamp collection, mint from the late '30s onwards, some top values, many sets and partial sets.
Appears f-vf throughout. This collection is housed is an older Lighthouse Niederlande specialty album, and has a S/C 2022 value of
over $400+. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

2460: Netherlands1876-1974 #34a/#517 Mint,MNH,Used.

USD 120 - 150

Netherlands 1852-1888 #1/#32 Used.A very quality group of early Netherlands stamps,including a strong group of early
imperfs-#1-3.Key dates include 2-#22,2-#29,#32 and more.Scott value $1,450.

2461: Netherlands 1852-1947, a mint and used cillection on leaves,

USD 120 - 150

Netherlands 1852-1947, a mint and used cillection on leaves, catalogue value $1195, some faults, otherwise appears f-vf

2462: Netherlands and Colonies Stamp Collection 1864-1994 #4/#856 Mint,MNH,Used

USD 40 - 60

Netherlands and Colonies Stamp Collection 1864-1994 #4/#856 Mint,MNH.Used.Includes Netherlands postage from
1864-1994.Some faults re the early issues.Includes Curacao, #5/#122, Netherlands Antilles, #215/#257 , Netherlands Indies
#258#348,,Postage Due , #J6,8. Scott value over$325 .
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2463: Netherlands and Colonies, 1864-1930's, a mint and used selection on leaves,

USD 120 - 150

Netherlands and Colonies, 1864-1930's, a mint and used selection on leaves, includes Curaco, Surinam, catlogue value $1019,
some faults, otherwise mostly f-vf

2464: North Korea 1968, #840-#842, set of three MNH blocks of 16 with some gum disturbance

USD 80 - 100

North Korea 1968, #840-#842, set of three MNH blocks of 16 with some gum disturbance, Catalogue value $1300 (13 sets), mostly
f-vf

USD 120 - 150

2465: Norway 1855-1983 #1/#543 Mint/Used

A small grouping of mint and used Norway 1855-1983 #1/#543, 17 of which are nh. Includes used #1(165), #5-#6 ($310), #11 ($55),
#17b ($75) and more. Total Scott- over $900+.

USD 50 - 75

2466: Norway 1856-1937 #4/#175 Used

A used grouping of Norway from 1856-1937 #4/#175, hinged on a coupe album pages. Includes #4-#5, #8, #11-#14 (no #13), etc.,
and more. Fresh, and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

USD 130 - 160

2467: Norway 1856-1939 #2/#186 Used

Norway 1856-1939 #2/#186 used (scattered with some mint), hinged on a few loose album pages, containing many earlier issues.
Includes Dues, Officials, and Airs. Includes #2, #5, #10, #17, #28, 2- #47-#58, plus more. Very light duplcation. Earlies generally fine,
and f-vf onwards. Total Scott- $1,400+. Please see photos.

USD 75 - 90

2468: Norway 1856-1981 #4/#773 Mint/Used

A mint and used Norway accumulation from 1856-1981 #4/#773, mostly hinged on album pages, with a few double sided stock
sheets. Relatively well filled until 1939, generally fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2469: Norway 1863-1964, #8 / #451, a mainly used accumulation on leaves

USD 150 - 180

Norway 1863-1964, #8 / #451, a mainly used accumulation on leaves, will catalogue over $1300 Scott 2021, appears

2470: Norway 1867- 2000, #11/ #1271, a mint and used accumuklation in a album

USD 275 - 300

Norway 1867- 2000, #11/ #1271, a mint and used accumuklation in a album, some duplication, will catalogue over $2500, appears
f-vf
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2471: Norway 1867-1997, #13 / #1159, a mint and used accumulation

USD 200 - 220

Norway 1867-1997, #13 / #1159, a mint and used accumulation, will catalogue over 1850, some duplication, otherwise f-vf

USD 40 - 50

2472: Norway 1877-1934 #22/#161 Used

A small, used accumulation of Norway 1877-1934 #22/#161, neatly hinged on loose Scott album pages. Includes #28, #34, Includes
a few Officials, Dues and Airs. Attractive, and generally f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2473: Norway 1880's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A mint and used Norway stamp collection from as early as 1863 #8. Some duplication. Includes a good amount pre 1930, a small
amount of some modern, as well as 2 presentation year sets from 2003 and 2004. Generally, at least f-vf throughout, and housed on
double sided stock sheets and a few loose album pages. Please see photos.

USD 90 - 120

2474: Norway Modern Accumulation MNH

A mnh modern Norway accumulation of 900. Includes singles and blocks, housed on a number of double sided stock sheets. Please
see photos.

2475: Norway Semi Postals, Officials and Postage Dues,1922-2011, #100 / #1642, a mint used group in 102s

USD 150 - 200

Norway Semi Postals, Officials and Postage Dues,1922-2011, #100 / #1642, a mint used group in 102s, catalogue value $1662
Scott 202, appears f-vf

2476: Norway, 1856-1914, #3 / # #98 a mainly used selection, with some mint, on stocksheets

USD 270 - 320

Norway, #3 / # #98 a mainly used selection, with some mint, on stocksheets, catalogue vallue $2742 Scott 2022, some duplication,
otherwise f-vf

2477: Philippines 1855-1970s, a mainly used accumulation

USD 50 - 60

Philippines 1855-1970s, a mainly used accumulation, includes Spanish , US, Japanese Occ and republic, some duplication,
otherwise f-vf

USD 75 - 130

2478: Phillipines Stamp Collection 1880-1980

Philippines 1880-1980. #79 / #1460, a mint and used accumulation in 2 albums 1000s, some duplication. includes Semi, Airs
Officials, appears mostly fine, please see photos.
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2479: Poland 1860- 1984, #1 / #2655, a mint and used group in 102s

USD 75 - 100

Poland 1860- 1984, #1 / #2655, a mint and used group in 102s, includes Semi postals, Air Post and Occupation Issues, catalogue
value $982, some fault, otherwise appears mostly f-vf

2480: Poland 1918-1938 #11/#329 Collection Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A smaller, mint and used Poland collection from 1918-1938 #11/#329. A fair amount of material, neatly hinged on a number of loose
Kabe pages. Please see photos.

2481: Poland 1918-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A mint and used Poland accumulation from as early as 1918 to the 1960's. Contains mostly more modern, with some from 20's and
30's. F-vf throughout, and housed on 6 double sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2482: Poland 1918-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 75

A mint and used Poland accumulation from as early as 1918 to the 1970's. Contains a fair number of earlier, and a grouping of nh
singles, strips, blocks and better souvenir sheets. Includes a couple earlier Officials and Dues. Please see photos.

USD 90 - 100

2483: Poland 1918-1980 Collection Used

A used, with some mint, Poland collection from 1918 to 1980. Includes the early overprints, perf and imperf, etc., Relatively well filled
throughout. Generally, at least f-vf throughout, and includes Dues and Government Issues, housed in a specialized Poland stamp
album. Please see photos.

2484: Poland 1918-1987, #18/#2783, a mint and used collection in a album

USD 65 - 80

Poland 1918-1987, #18/#2783, a mint and used collection in a album, includes semai, Airs, and some occupation issues, appears
f-vf

2485: Poland 1919-1969, #11 / #1669a, a mint and used collection in a Minkus album

USD 120 - 140

Poland 1919-1969, #11 / #1669a, a mint and used collection in a Minkus album, includes Semi Postals, some Airs and sheetlets, will
catalogue ove $1000, appears f-vf

2486: Poland 1919-1980's, #1/ #1452, a mainly used accumulation

USD 55 - 70

Poland 1919-1980's, #1/ #1452, a mainly used accumulation, includes some Airs, Semi Postals, Postage Dues etc, will catalogue
ove $300 (Scott 2021), hundreds, appears f-vf
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2487: Poland 1919-1980's, a mainly used accumulation, with mint, on leaves and loose in packets

USD 100 - 120

Poland 1919-1980's, a mainly used accumulation, with some mint, on leaves and loose in packets, duplacation in packets, will
catalogue over $820 Scott 2021, messy lot, otherwise f-vf

2488: Poland 1919-2000, a mint and used collection in a album

USD 75 - 90

Poland 1919-2000, a mainly collection, with some some throughout in a album, includes general issues, Semi Postals, Occupation
issues, will catalogue over $550 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

2489: Poland 1940's to 1980's, a used duplication accumulation in two albums

USD 60 - 80

Poland 1940's to 1980's, a used duplication accumulation in two albums, catalogue over $500 Scott 2021, mostly f-vf

USD 100 - 130

2490: Poland Modern Accumulation Mint/Used

A modern mint/mnh, with some used, Poland accumulation, housed in a red Lighthouse album. Includes a number of better souvenir
sheets. Please see photos.

2491: Poland 1940 #NO5 20gr F-VF/VF MNH Sheet

USD 15 - 20

Poland 1940 #NO5 20gr F-VF/VF MNH sheet of 100. Official Occupation issued under German occupation. Crease LL affecting pos.
61, 71, 81 and 91, a wrinkles and pin holes in selvage, some separation in the selvege between pos. 50 and 60, otherwise fully
intact. Fresh, but a smudged spot at edge of selvage pos. 31. Scott as singles- $80.

2492: Portugal & Colonies 1850's-1950's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 75 - 90

A mint and used Portugal and Colonies accumulation from the 1850's to the 1950's. Includes Azores, Quelimane, Guine, Congo,
Mozambique and more. Includes a number of souvenir sheets and a 1989 nh yearbook. Attractive and generally, at least f-vf
througohut. Please see photos

2493: Portugal + Europa Modern Accumulation Mint

USD 15 - 20

A small, mint, duplicated grouping of modern Portugal and Europa on a page out of a stockbook. Fresh, attractive and vf throughout.
Please see photos.
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2494: Portugal 1853-1884, #2 / #39, a mint and used selection on stocksheeets,

USD 450 - 550

Portugal 1853-1884, #2 / #39, a mint and used selection on stocksheeets, catalogue value $5500 Scott 2022, some duplication,
otherwise f-vf

USD 35 - 45

2495: Portugal 1862-1929 Used

A used, scattered with a few mint, Portugal grouping from 1862 to 1929, hinged on loose Kabe pages. Includes some better used
#14, #29-#30 ($200), #53 ($29), plus more. Generally, relatively fresh and attractive, at least fine throughout. Please see
photos.

2496: Portugal 1870 - 1898, #39 / #151, a mint and used selection on stocksheets

USD 300 - 380

Portugal 1870 - 1898, #39 / #151, a mint and used selection on stocksheets, catalogue value $4807 Scott 2022, some duplication,
otherwise appears f-vf

2497: Portugal 1882-1980, #58/#1452, a mint and used collection

USD 80 - 100

Portugal 1882-1980, #58/#1452, a mint and used collection, with some colonies, Airs, etc, appears f-vf

2498: Portugal 1910-1945, #159 /# #656, a mainly MH/MNH group with some used throughout,

USD 190 - 300

Portugal 1910-1945, #159 / #656, a mainly MH/MNH group with some used throughout, catalogue value $3213, some duplication,
otherwise appears mostly f-vf

2499: Portugal 1945-1965 ,#656 / #943, a MH/MNH and used group in 102s

USD 180 - 280

Portugal 1945-1965 #6565 / #943, a MH/MNH and used group in 102s, includes many sets,catalogue value $3308 Scott 2022, some
duplication, otherwise appears f-vf

2500: Portugal 1950's-1980's Collection Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A mint and used Portugal stamp collection from the late 1950's to the 1980's. Mint is mostly never hinged, housed on double sided
stock sheets and loose pages. Includes #602a mint with some tone spots. Attractive throughout, and generally, at least f-vf. Please
see photos.
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2501: Portugal 1965- 2013, #947 / #3510, a mint and used group in 102s, include Airs, Postage Dues, Parcel

USD 75 - 100

Portugal 1965- 2013, #947 / #3510, a mint and used group in 102s, include Airs, Postage Dues, Parcel Post etc, catalogue value
$935 Scott 2022, appears mostly f-vf

2502: Portugal and Colonies 1853-1978, #2/#1378, a mint and used collection

USD 100 - 120

Portugal and Colonies 1853-1978, #2/#1378, a mint and used collection, includes, Macau, Azores, Timor, Guinea, will catalogue
over $500, appears f-vf

2503: Portugal Colonies in Africa 1898-1930 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 20 - 30

A mint and used, smaller Portuguese Colonies in Africa accumulation from 1898-1930, containing Algeria, Angola and Cape Verde.
A couple complete and part sets, hinged on a couple loose album pages, generally f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2504: Portuguese Colonies1871-1928, a mint and used group on leaves, includes Azores, Angola , Cape VerdeUSD 180 - 200
Portuguese Colonies1871-1928, a mint and used group on leaves, includes Azores, Angola , Cape Verde and Guinea, catalogue
value, $1809, nice group, some fault, otherwise appears f-vf

2505: Portugal & Colonies 1862-1930's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 75

A mint and used Portugal and Colonies accumulation, containing mostly mint, from as early as 1862 to the 1930's. Includes Portugal
used #42, #46, mint #436, BOB etc. Includes Colonies: Lourenco Marques, Macao, better Portugese India, Congo and Africa.
Attractive, clean, generally f-vf throughout, hinged onto a number of loose album pages. Please see photos.

2506: Portugal & Colonies 1868-1938 Collection Mint/Used

USD 40 - 55

A mint and used Portugal and Colonies collection from as early as 1868 to 1938, and includes Madeira, St. Thomas and Islands,
Ponta Delgada, Timor and Cape Verde, f-vf throughout, all neatly hinged onto a number of loose Scott album pages. Inlcudes
Madeira #6 mint ($60), plus noticeably more throughout. Please see photos.

2507: Portugal & Colonies Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 25 - 30

A mint and used Portugal and Colonies accumulation. Includes a fair amount of more modern nh blocks. Contains a few Colonies:
Portuguese India, Mozambique, Zambezia, Angola, Guinea, Timor and St. Thomas Islands. Attractive, fresh and at least f-vf
throughout. Please see photos.
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2508: Portugal and Colonies 1853-1030s, a mint and used selection on leaves

USD 100 - 120

Portugal and Colonies 1853-1030s, a mint and used selection on leaves, includes Cape Verde,Timor and St. Thomas/ Prince Is.,
catalogue value $880, some faults, aotherwise appears f-vf

2509: Portugal and Colonies 1853-1899, a used selection on leaves,

USD 220 - 250

Portugal and Colonies 1853-1899, a used selection on leaves, includes, Congo, India, Mozambique, Macau, Maderia, Guinea etc,
catalogue value $2140, a few faults , otherwise appears f-vf

2510: Portugal- Colonies 1971-1930, includes Azores, Maderia, Cape Verdi, Portuguese Guinea and India and USD 180 - 240
Portugal- Colonies 1971-1930, includes Azores, Maderia, Cape Verdi, Portuguese Guinea and India and Macau, catalogue value
$2053 Scott 2022, a few faults , otherwise mostly f-vf

2511: Portuguese Colonies Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 110

A mint and used Portuguese Colonies accumulation from Azores, Timor, Angola, Guine, Lourenco Marques, Cape Verde, Ponta
Delgada and more. Includes a lot of earlier material throughout, Attractive and fresh, f-vf throughout, housed on a number of double
sided stock sheets. Please see photos.

2512: Puerto Rico 1873-1900, #1/#215, a mint and used collection, (not complete)

USD 55 - 80

Puerto Rico 1873-1900, #1/#215, a mint and used collection, (not complete), will catalogue over $170, faults in places, otherwise
fine

2513: Qatar #13/#92 + Oman #16/#197 Mint/Never Hinged/Used

USD 70 - 80

A mint, never hinged, and used grouping of Qatar #13/#92 and Oman #16/#197, in identified and priced 102's. Includes Qatar:
#13-#15 mint, #25-#26 mnh. Oman: #26 mint, #92 mnh, 2- #93 mnh. Fresh and vf throughout. Total Scott- $500

2514: Republic and Peoples Republic of China 1992-1996 MNH Year books

USD 50 - 60

Republic and Peoples Republic of China 1992-1996, #2834 / #3087a, #2378 / #2428, MNH Year books, catlalogue value $375 Scott
2021, appears f-vf

2515: Republic of Guinea, 1960-1977, B13/B16(25 stamps per value), C137/C142 in strips of 3 x 57 sets, all

USD 120 - 150

Republic of Guinea, 1960-1977, B13/B16(25 stamps per value), C137/C142 in strips of 3 x 57 sets, all MNH, catalogue value over
$2250+ Scott 2021, creasing in places, appears mostly f-vf
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2516: Reunion 1885-1954, #5 /#303, with some Semis and Air Post, a mint and use selection in 102s

USD 120 - 140

Reunion 1885-1954, #5 /#303, with some Semis and Air Post, a mint and use selection in 102s, catalogue value $953 Scott 202,
appears f-vf

2517: Romania 1862-1940, #11 / B126, a mint and used accumulation

USD 80 - 100

Romania 1862-1940, #11 / B126, a mint and used accumulation, includes Semi Postals, Postal Tax Due Stamps, Postage Dues, will
catalogue over $800 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

2518: Romania 1870's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 30 - 40

A larger, mint and used Romania accumulation from the 1870's to the 1960's, containing well over 2,000 stamps, hinged on many
album pages. Predominantly 1920's to 1940's. Fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2519: Romania 1871-1929 #44/#328 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 45 - 60

A mint and used Romania accumulation from 1871-1929 #44/#328, hinged on Kabe album pages. Includes used #44 ($35), #47
($47), #59 ($42), #71 ($25), as well as a number of earlier Dues. Generally, attractive and fine pre 1900, and f-vf to vf onwards.
Please see photos.

2520: Romania 1872 - 1995, #52 / #4097, a mint and used group in 102s, includes some Semis and revenues

USD 60 - 80

Romania 1872 - 1995, #52 / #4097, a mint and used group in 102s, includes some Semis and revenues, catalogue value $460,
appears mostly f-vf

2521: Romania 1872-1942 #53/#512 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 45 - 50

A mint and used Romania accumulation from 1872-1942 #52/#512, hinged onto album pages. Includes a number of complete and
part sets throughout including used #73-#74, #75-#87, #101-#107. Mint #176-#195, etc., plus noticeably more. F-vf throughout, and
includes a few Airs, Semis, and Postal Tax. Please see photos.

2522: Romania 1872-1972 #53/#2393 Collection Mint/Used

USD 65 - 75

A mint and mainly used, Romania collection from 1872-1972 #53/#2393. Includes 1885-89 set of 8, 1894-1907 set to 2c orange &
brown, 1906 Pictorials to 2l orange & black, 1931 set of 4 #296-#299, 1932 #417-#419 MH. Semi Postal 1906 #B1-#B4, 1907
#B17-#B20, Airs, Dues, Occupation, also a mixture of mint and used modern issues. A nice, near complete collection, with a total
Scott of over $750+. Attractive, and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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2523: Romania 1880 -1980's #73 / #3078, a mint and used accumulation on leaves

USD 70 - 90

Romania 1880 -1980's #73 / #3078, a mint and used accumulation on leaves, will catalogue over $560 Scott 2021, some duplication,
otherwise f-vf

2524: Romania 1991 Hotels & resort issue #3664/#3684, CTO on 42 Complete & Partial Sheets

USD 150 - 160

Romania 1991 Hotels & resort issue #3664/#3684, Cancel to Order on 42 Complete & Partial Sheets, will catalogue over $480, most
sheets folded, otherwise fine

2525: Russia & States 1865-1976 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 120

A mint and used Russia and States accumulation from 1865-1976 containing Estonia, Ukraine, Western Ukraine, Azerbaijan,
Armenia, Epirus and Georgia. Includes earlier Russia from 1865 to 1912, plus some more modern nh. Includes early Azerbaijan
used #51, #59 with inverted overprint, some early Georgia, and more. Attractive, f-vf throughout and includes more modern blocks
and souvenir sheets, all housed in a black binder. Please see photos.

2526: Russia & States 1960's-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 60 - 75

A mint and used Russia and States accumulation from the 1960's to the 1980's, containing approximately 900 stamps, hinged on
pages in a very well filled black binder. Includes a number of souvenir sheets. Fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2527: Russia + Area 1865-1965 #13/#2997 Collection Mint/Used

USD 375 - 450

A fairly extensive mint and used Russia and area collection from 1865-1965 #13/#2997, housed in a Scott speciality album. Includes
only earlier examples from the following: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Serbia, Georgia, Karelia and more. Russia includes many complete
and part sets throughout, mint #96, #596 souvenir sheet used #104, #124, #195b, #180b and #187 used (very questionable
cancels), many, many complete and part sets throughout. Clean and attractive, generally, at least f-vf throughout. Please note that
many pages have not been photographed. Please see photos.

2528: Russia 1850's-1940's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 125 - 150

A mint and used Russia accumulation from the 1850's to the 1940's, containing many older issues, with just a handful of modern.
Neatly organized on 6 double sided stock sheets, some duplication, but of better items. Earlies fine to f-vf, and f-vf to vf onwards.
Please see photos.

2529: Russia 1858-1960's, #6 /#2631a, a mint and used accumulation on leaves and in packets

USD 120 - 140

Russia 1858-1960's, #6 /#2631a, a mint and used accumulation on leaves and in packets, includes some Armenia, SAAR, catalogue
over $1100 Scott 2021, appears f-vf
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USD 400 - 450

2530: Russia 1858-1969 Collection Mint/Used

A mint and used Russia collection from 1858 to 1969. Contains a number of earlies, a number of earlier imperfs and overprints,
includes some earlier mint imperf blocks, some souvenir sheets, and a small amount of modern. Includes 2- #64 mint, plus a whole
lot more. Housed in a quality red Schaubek album. Please see photos.

2531: Russia 1860's-1920's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 65 - 75

A mint and used Russia accumulation from the 1860's to the 1920's. Includes mint #53 ($50), #71 ($50), etc. Includes some Krim,
China and Levante. Hinged on loose album pages, fresh, attractive, and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2532: Russia 1860's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 75 - 90

A mint and used Russia accumulation from the 1860's to the 1960's, containing some Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. This is a more
modern collection, with a nice little grouping of earlies, all neatly laid out on pages in a greean folder, as well as hinged on a couple
album pages. Attractive, f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2533: Russia 1860's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 45 - 60

A mint and used Russia accumulation from as early as 1865 #1 to the 1970's. Includes issues from White Russia, Western Ukraine,
Georgia, Tanatuva, Belarus and North Ingermanland. Generally, earlier is fine, at fine to f-vf onwards. Please see photos.

2534: Russia 1860's-1970's Collection Mint/Used

USD 150 - 200

A rather large, mint and used Russia collection of a few thousand, from the 1860's to the 1970's, hinged on many, many loose album
pages. Predominantly from the 1940's and on, sparace in some places, very well filled in others. Generally, at least f-vf throughout.
Includes some Armenia and Far Eastern Republic. Please see photos.

2535: Russia 1870's-1990 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 125

A larger, mint and used Russia accumulation of a few thousand, from as early as 1875 to 1990, hinged on many, many loose album
pages. Material post 1971 has not been photographed, but included. A fair amount of earlier material, but predominantly 1940's on.
Please see photos.

2536: Russia 1875- 1960s, #26/#3210, a mainly used accumulation, with better early issues,

USD 80 - 100

Russia 1875- 1960s, #26/#3210, a mainly used accumulation, with better early issues, will catalogue over $300+, appears
f-vf
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2537: Russia 1880's-1940's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 65 - 75

A mint and used Russia accumulation from the 1880's tot eh 1940's, containing stamps from South Russia, Ukraine, Western
Ukraine, Transcaucasian Feoerated Republics and Saar. Includes a fair amount pre 1900, a decent amount from the 1920's to the
1940's, some Airs, Dues, Offices in China, and Semis. n, hinged on loose Scott and Kabe album pages. Please see photos.

2538: Russia 1888-1988, and mint and used collection, with sets singles and Souvenir sheets, 1000's

USD 60 - 75

Russia 1888-1988, and mint and used collection, with sets singles and Souvenir sheets, 1000's, will catalogue over $550 Scott 2021,
appears f-vf

2539: Russia 1890's-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 80 - 100

A mainly used, with some mint, Russia accumulation from the 1890's to the 1980's, with CTO cancels, from early issues to modern
examples, housed on 12 well filled doube sided stock sheets. Includes a number of sovenir sheets. Clean and f-vf throughout.
Please see photos.

2540: Russia 1900's-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A mint and mostly used Russia accumulation from the 1900's to the 1980's, housed on 4 and a half double sided stock sheets.
Includes mint #62, #67 ($65). Fresh, and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2541: Russia 1909- 1989, #73/5677, a mint and used accumulation

USD 70 - 80

Russia 1909- 1989, #73/5677, a mint and used accumulation, will catalogue over $275, appears f-vf

2542: Russia 1918-1991 #149/#6045 Collection Mint/Used

USD 175 - 250

A large and fairly extensive, mint and used Russia collection from 1918-1991 #149/#6405. Very well presented, hinged on home
made pages, housed in two large red albums. Period fairly well represented, with some obvious sparce spaces, but a nice, clean
collection. Includes some Semis and Airs. Please see photos.

2543: Russia 1935-1946, #560/1077, a mint and used accumulation

USD 55 - 75

Russia 1935-1946, #560/1077, a mint and used accumulation, will catalogue over $300+, some duplication, otherwise f-vf
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2544: Russia 1960's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 75 - 90

A mint and used Russia accumulation from late 1960's to 1970's. There is a modern cancelled to order section from the 1960's in
sets and partial sets, singles and sheetlets, some duplication throughout, catalogued all as used (Over $530+ cat val). The Offices
Abroad section, mint and used from 1899 to 1921, and incldues China 1899 to 10c, 1910-16 to $1, also Turkish Empire from 1896,
includes Jaffe. All housed in a well filled grey binder. Total Scott- $830.

2545: Russia 1961-1968 #2497/#3566 Collection Used

USD 60 - 80

A predominantly used, scattered with some mint, Russia collection from 1961-1968 #2497/#3566, containing over 1,000 stamps,
hinged on pages and housed in a black binder. Many complete and part sets throughout, and quite well filled for the period.
Generally, fresh and f-vf throughout. Includes a number of souvenir sheets #2582a, #2631a ($35), #2763a ($15), #3113 ($10), plus
noticeably more. Please see photos.

2546: Russia 1961-1980 #2441/#4827 Sheets MNH

USD 100 - 125

A group of 20 Russia 1961-1980 #2441/#4827 mnh sheets. Includes #2441, #4525, #4527, #4827. Some trivial selvege separations
in the same place, in both #2140 sheets, otherwise very fresh, attractive, and at least f-vf. Total Scott- $2,025 Please see photos.

2547: Russia 1969-1986, #3662/#5494, a near complete mint and used collection in a album and loose sheets USD 100 - 120
Russia 1969-1986, #3662/#5494, a near complete mint and used collection in a album and loose sheets, includes some Russian
Offices, modern sheelets, will catalogue over $850 Scott 2021, appears

2548: Russia 1970's-1990's Sheets/Blocks/Singles MNH

USD 30 - 35

A mnh Russia accumulation from the 1970's to the 1990's, containing singles, strips, blocks and sheets. Some duplication, fresh,
most identified, and at least f-vf throughout. Total Scott- over $350+. Please see photos.

USD 90 - 100

2549: Russia 1974-1978 Collection CTO

A CTO Russia 1974 to 1978 collection, hinged on pages, housed in a speciality Minkus album. Very well filled for period, minus
souvenir sheets. The album has place for stamps until 1986. A better than your average modern collection. Please see photos.

2550: Russia 1975-2003 #4324/#6786 Collection Mint/Used

USD 160 - 200

A larger mint and used Russia collection from 1975 to 2003 #4324/#6786. This is a great modern collection containing a good
number of souvenir sheets, both mint and cancelled. Period is very well represented throughout, and at least f-vf to vf. Mostly in
black mounts on pages, housed in a dark red binder. Please see photos.
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2551: Russia 1976 #2527 50k Brown Sheets MNH

USD 140 - 160

A group of 24- Russia 1976 #2527 50k brown full mnh sheets. Attractive, fresh, clean and and least f-vf throughout, without any
signs of any separation. Total Scott- $2,280. Please see photos.

2552: Russia 1980 #4827 32k Multicolour Sheets MNH

USD 40 - 45

A group of 24- Russia 1980 #4827 32k Multicolour full mnh sheets. Attractive, fresh, clean and and least f-vf throughout, without any
signs of any separation. Total Scott- $600. Please see photos.

USD 120 - 150

2553: Russia Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint and used Russia accumulation. Inlcudes Air Post, Souvenir Sheets and more. Generally a more modern collection, but with
some a bit earlier like #228/#290. Neatly laid out in a larger, quality green stockbook. Please see photos.

2554: Russia Modern Blocks + Souvenir Sheets MNH

USD 75 - 90

A more modern mnh Russia blocks and souvenir sheets accumulation, housed in two stockbooks. Fresh, attractive and vf
throughout. Please see photos.

USD 90 - 110

2555: Russia 1857 #1 10k brown and blue used

Russia 1857, #1, 10k brown and blue, used with removed pen cancel, full to close margins, catalgoue value $475, with PSE
Certificate July 2021 stating genuine, appears f-vf

USD 575 - 650

2556: Russia Space/Rockets Covers Collection

A Russia collection containing 375 space and rockets covers, some of which have been autographed including Rukavishnikov,
Sevastianov, Nicolaiev, Chatalov, Beregovoi, Lebedev and more. Includes a few from Czechoslovakia and Poland. Extremely
attractive throughout with the covers in great to fantastic shape. This took the consignor many years to assemble, and truly is a
fabulous collection. Housed in a large, extremely well filled, white binder. Please see photos.

2557: Russian States 1919-1927, a mint and used accumulation, includes Georgia, Saar, Ukraine, Estonia and

USD 50 - 60

Russian States 1919-1927, a mint and used accumulation, includes Georgia, Saar, Ukraine, Estonia and Azerbaijan, appears
f-vf
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2558: Rwanda 1962-1986 , #1-#1256, a MH collection, many complete and part sets

USD 40 - 60

Rwanda 1962-1986 , #1-#1256, a MH collection, many complete and part sets, will catalogue over $300 Scot 2021, appears
f-vf

2559: San Marino 1877-1935 #1/#167 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A mostly mint, scattered with some used, San Marino accumulation of 102, as early as 1877 #1 to 1935 #167. Includes mint #1-#2,
#9 (faulty), 2- #29, #14, 2- #40. Used #5, #11, #42, plus more. Attractive, fresh, and at f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

USD 45 - 60

2560: San Marino 1877-1950 #2/#291 Mint/Used

A fresh, mint and used San Marino grouping from 1877-1950 #2/#291. Includes mint #11 ($45), #17 ($125), #291 ($35), plus more.
Fine to f-vf. Total Scott- $512.

2561: San Marino 1877-1960, #1/ #456, a mint and used accumulation

USD 75 - 85

San Marino 1877-1960, #1/ #456, a mint and used accumulation, includes Semi postals, Airs, will catalogue over $260, appears
f-vf

2562: San Marino 1877-1981, #1 / #1005, a mint and used group in 102s, includes Semi Postals and Air post

USD 50 - 75

San Marino 1877-1981, #1 / #1005, a mint and used group in 102s, includes Semi Postals and Air post, catalogue value $608,
appears mostly f-vf

2563: San Marino 1890's-1970's Accumulation Mint/MNH

USD 90 - 120

A mint (vast majority nh), scattered with some used, San Marino accumulation from the 1890's to the 1970's, containing 1,000
stamps, neaty laid out on 12 and a half double sided stock sheets. Includes used #13 ($90), some mint Dues in pairs. Some
noticeable duplication, but attractive, fresh and vf throughout. Please see photos.

2564: San Marino & Monaco 1870's-1940's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A mint, fair amount nh, and used San Marino & Monaco accumulation from the 1870's to the 1940's. Hinged on album pages and the
nh on 2 double sided stock sheets. Includes a decent amount of San Marino and contians #1 mint/used, used #12, etc. Monaco from
the 1880's to 1930's including mint #1, used #13, #20, etc., Generally, attractive and at leat f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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2565: Scandinavian Countries 1850's-2000's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A larger, mint and used Scandinavian countries accumulation from the 1850's to the 2000's, consisting of Denmark, Sweden, Finland
and Iceland, hinged on many loose album pages. Includes some early (plus more) used Sweden #6/#13 (plus more), Finland used
1885-1918 (plus more). Overall, a noticeably better than average Scandinavian accumulation. Please note many stamps have not
been photographed.

2566: Scandinavian Countries 1860's-1990's Accumulation Used

USD 80 - 100

A mainly used Scandinavian countries accumulation of many, many hundreds, from the 1960's to the 1990's, consisting of Finland,
Denmark, Greenland and Norway, in 3 This collection contains many many hundreds in 3 albums/stockbooks and loose album
pages. Appears f-vf throughout. Please note only a fraction of this lot has been photographed.

2567: Scandinavian Countries 1870-1980's, a MH and used accumulation in a album and loose sheets

USD 150 - 180

Scandinavian Countries 1870-1980's, a MH and used accumulation in a album and loose sheets, will catalogue over $1200, Scott
2021, some duplication, mostly f-vf

USD 40 - 50

2568: Serbia 1866-1918 #7/#162 Mint/Used

Mint and used Serbia from 1866-1918 #7/#162. Some duplication, shades, etc. Includes mint #14, #47, #95, #97, plus more.
Generally, fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2569: Serbia and Former Yugoslavia 1866-1939 #20 / # B73, a mint and used accumulation

USD 150 - 180

Serbia and Former Yugoslavia 1866-1939 #20 / # B73, a mint and used accumulation, includes Bosnia & Herzegovina and
Montenegro, will catalogue over $1420 Scott 2021, minoe duplication, otherwise f-vf

2570: Somalia 1906 #J5 40c Buff and Magenta F MNH

USD 70 - 75

Somalia 1906 #J5 40c Buff and Magenta, mint never hinged. Jumbo bottom margin, and short top margin. Streaky/patchy original
gum. S/C 2020 value ios $375 appears mostly fine

2571: Argentina to Ecuador 1858-1899, a mint and used selection on leaves,

USD 500 - 550

Argentina to Ecudor 1858-1899, a mint and used selection on leaves, catalogue value $4604, some faults, but still a nice group,
appears f-vf
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2572: Salvador, Uruguay and Venezula, 1859 - 1900, a mint and used selection on leaves,

USD 150 - 180

Salvador, Uruguay and Venezula, 1859 - 1900, a mint and used selection on leaves, catalogue value $1547, nice group,appears
mostly f-vf

2573: South America 1862- 1982, a mint and used group, include Peru, Costa Rica,Chile and Nicaragua, in

USD 120 - 150

South America 1862- 1982, a mint and used group, include Peru, Costa Rica,Chile and Nicaragua, in 102s, catalogue value $1409,
some faults, otherwise appears f-vf

2574: Spanish Caribean 1873-1924, a mint and used acumulation including Purto Rico, Dominican Rep. and

USD 60 - 80

Spanish Caribean 1873-1924, a mint and used acumulation including Purto Rico, Dominican Rep. and Haiti, will catalogue over $470
Scott, appears f-vf

2575: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 60 - 75

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Guatemala, Haiti, Bolivia, French Guiana, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Predominantly more modern, but does have some early Paraguay and Mexico. Clean and
f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2576: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 100 - 150

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Mexico, Venezuela, Uruguay, Nicaragua and Paraguay. Includes better
Paraguay from 1879 to 1940, plus Dues, Airs and Officials. Early Uruguay and Mexico including BOB, Nicaragua with BOB, as well
as some earlier Venezuela. A far and away better than average South America accumulation, hinged onto a number of album pages.
Please see photos.

2577: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 65 - 85

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from as early as 1862 from Peru, Salvador, Bolivia, Columbia, Chile and Costa
Rica, hinged on loose Scott album pages, and on a couple double sided stock sheets. Predominantly all earlier issues throughout.
Attractive and clean. Please see photos.

2578: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 75 - 100

A large, mint and used A-Z South America accumulation of many, many, many hundreds from Costa Rica, Columbia, Mexico,
Honduras, Ecuador and Salvador, hinged onto a lot pages. Generally, unchecked for better items, light duplication, but does appear
at least f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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2579: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 35 - 45

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Brazil, Argentina, Costa Rica, Uruguay, Venezuela, Columbia, Panama,
Guatemala, Salvador, Ecuador, Chile and Canal Zone. Contains a number of early issues (some faults here and there), but generally
at least fine, and the more moden issues are at least f-vf overall. Please see photos.

2580: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 60

A larger, mint and used A-Z South America accumulation of over 1,250, from Columbia, Panama, Mexico, Paraguay and Venezuela,
neatly laid out on double sided stock sheets. Some small faults expected, generally f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2581: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Columbia, Bolivia, Domninican Republic, Chile,
Guatemala, Paraguay, Venezuela and Cuba, containing many early issues throughout (some minor faults expected), until 1972.
Neatly laid out by date ranges on many double sided stock sheets. Generally, fresh, clean, f-vf and attractive. Please see photos.

2582: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 25 - 35

A mint, but mainly used A-Z South America accumulation from Argentina, Peru, Paraguay, Panama, Nicaragua, Mexico, Guatemala,
Urugay and Brazil. Starts as early as the late 1890's to the 1980's, includes many many hundreds, all hinged on loose album pages,
f-vf throughout. Each country does include a number of earlier issues. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

2583: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 45 - 60

A little larger, mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Guatemala and
more, all hinged on album pages. Many hundreds, with a number of earlier examples, generally fine to f-vf throughout. Please note
many stamps have not been photographed.

2584: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 65 - 85

A larger mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Guatemala, Peru, Ecuador, Columbia and Bolivia, hinged onto many
album pages. Includes some better Guadaloupe, early Peru, early mint Ecuador, earlier Guatemala, plus more. Generally, fine to f-vf
throughout. Please see photos.

2585: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 80 - 100

A larger mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from the 1850's to the 1910's, containing Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica,
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil and Ecuador, hinged onto album pages. Attractive early Chile with Dues, early Costa Rica and Argentina,
early and better Brazil, plus noticeably more. Noticeably way better than your average South America accumulation. Generally at
least fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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2586: South America A-Z Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 70 - 90

A mint and used A-Z South America accumulation from Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay and Peru, hinged on album pages. Earlier
examples throughout, at least fine to f-vf. Please see photos.

2587: South American Countries 1862-1960, a mint and used accumulation, includes Argentina, Boliva,

USD 120 - 150

South American Countries 1862-1960, a mint and used accumulation, includes Argentina, Boliva, Brazil, Chile Colombia, Costa Rica,
Equador, etc Will catalogue over $1200, with over 5000 stamps, appears f-vf

2588: South American Countries, a mainly used A-Z group of countries, on leaves

USD 65 - 90

South American Countries, a a mainly used A-Z group of countries, on leaves, catalogue value $593, some faults, appears mostly
f-vf

2589: South American Countries, a mainly used A-Z group of countries, on leaves

USD 240 - 280

South American Countries, a mainly used A-Z group of countries, on leaves, includes Guatemala, Hondurus, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay and Peru, catalogue value $2366, some faults , otherwise mostly f-vf

2590: South American Countries, Argentina to Venezula 1860s-1947, a mint and used accumulation on leaves USD 80 - 120
South American Countries, Argentina to Venezula 1860s-1947, a mint and used accumulation on leaves, catalogue value $750,
some faults, otherwise appears mostly f-vf

2591: Spain 1850-1972, #1 / #1724, a mint and used selection on stocksheets,

USD 90 - 120

Spain 1850-1972, #1 / #1724, a mint and used selection on stocksheets, catalogue value $1250, nice lot, appeears mostly
f-vf

2592: Spain 1850's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 20 - 25

A mint and used Spain accumulation from the 1850's to the 1960's, as early as #45, on double sided stock sheets and hinged loose
pages. Includes some early Fernando Poo, and 2- 1938 Cinderella mini souvenir sheets. Generally, fresh throughout, earlies vg to
fine, and at least f-vf onwards.

2593: Spain 1852- 1973, #12/#1751, mint and used collection
Spain 1852- 1973, #12/#1751, mint and used collection, will catalogue over $1000, appears f-vf
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USD 35 - 45

2594: Spain 1854-1940's Mint/used

Mint and used Spain stamp collection from as early as 1854 to the 1940's. A nice grouping on one double sided stock sheet. Quality
fairly consistent throughout, mostly fine. Includes mint #170 with filled in and repaired punch cancel. Please see photos.

2595: Spain 1854-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 35 - 40

A larger, mint and used Spain accumulation from 1854 to the 1970's, on 17 double sided stock sheets. Early issues used with 3/4
margins. Later issues mint in pairs and blocks, sets and singles. Attractive, generally fresh, earlies fine, onwards at least f-vf
onwards. Total Scott- easily over $300+. Please see photos.

2596: Spain 1854-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 100

A mainly used, Spain 1854-1999 accumulation, in 3 albums. Album 1 contains mainly used from as early as 1854 to 1980's, includes
some Airs, Official, Postal, Semi Postal and Postal Tax. Album 2 contains many mint with much MNH from 1985 to 1999. Album 3 is
sparcely filled with a mix of mint and used. Early issues mixed condition, other appears f-vf. Total Scott- noticeably over $600+.
Please see photos.

USD 35 - 45

2597: Spain 1855-1960's Accumulation Used

A used, with some mint, heavily duplicated Spain accumulation, of hundreds, as early as 1855 to the 1960's. Generally, f-vf throught.
Please see photos.

2598: Spain 1902-1989 #276/#2428 Collection Mint/Used

USD 175 - 200

A larger, mint and used Spain collection containing a well stock of mint and used, on loose leaves from 1902 to 1989 #276/#2428.
Earlier condition is a little mixed, mint is mainly hinged, and later issues are mnh. This is a nice, clean and near complete collection
(with some earlier tidbits missing), with many complete sets will catalogue over $2,000+. Appears at least f-vf throughout. Please see
photos.

2599: Spain 1962-1966, #1045/#1094G, a used accumulation of the Province Arms issue

USD 60 - 80

Spain 1962-1966, #1045/#1094G, a used accumulation of the Province Arms issue, with 20+ complete sets of 57 and many parts
sets, will catalogue over $700 (Scott 2021), appears f-vf

USD 150 - 175

2600: Spain 1859 #251 10p Olive Bister F MH

Spain 1859 #251 10p Olive Bister, fine, mint hinged. Nice exmaple, shifted to LL, with a slight dirt spot at right. A few short/"nibbed"
perfs which don't detract. Attractive exmample of this rarer issue. Scott- $2,000.
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USD 30 - 40

2601: Spain 1936 #617 30c Dark Blue F MNH
Spain 1936 #617 30c Dark Blue, fine, mint never hinged. Quite attractive and fresh, shifted upwards. Scott- $550.

2602: Spain 1854- 1875, # O1 / #O9, MR1/ MR4, a mint and used group of 23 Official and War Tax stamps,

USD 55 - 75

Spain 1854- 1875, # O1 / #O9, MR1/ MR4, a mint and used group of 23 Official and War Tax stamps, will catalogue at $180,
appears f-vf

2603: Spain and Colonies 1850-1980's, # 1 / # 2389, a mint and used accumulation on leaves

USD 200 - 220

Spain and Colonies 1850- 1980's, # 1 / # 2389, a mint and used accumulation on leaves, includes some Colonies, Semi Postals,
Airs, etc, will catalogue over $1600 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

2604: Spain and Colonies 1855-1960's, #38/#1200, a mint and used accumulation

USD 65 - 80

Spain and Colonies 1855-1960's, #38/#1200, a mint (MH) and used accumulation, some duplication, will catalogue over $400,
appears f-vf

2605: Spanish Andorra 1928-2007 #1/#329 Collection MH/MNH

USD 120 - 150

A mh and mnh Spanish Andorra, near complete collection from 1928-2007 #1/#329. Hinged from 1928-1966, nh from 1972-2007.
Housed in a beatiful green Lightouse hingeless album with slipcase, and appears easily at least f-vf throughout. Total Scott- over
$1,300+. Please see photos.

USD 20 - 30

2606: Suriname 1913-Modern Mint/Used

Mint and used Suriname from as early as 1913 to modern, including some Airs and Dues. Clean, fresh, f-vf to vf, and attractive
throughout. Please see photos.

USD 40 - 55

2607: Suriname 1960's to 1970's Mint

A small Suriname grouping, of over 330, from the 1960's to 1970's, in postal administration folders, and Surniname stockbooks.
Fresh, attractive and vf throughout.

USD 130 - 150

2608: Suriname Stamp Collection 1936- 1970s

Suriname 1936-1970s, a MH/MNH duplicated accumulation on stocksheets in singles, blocks and souvenir sheets. Apears mostly
f-vf, please see photos.
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2609: Sweden 1855-1918, #2 / #104, a mainly used selection, with the odd mint in later issue,

USD 575 - 750

Sweden 1855-1918, #2 / #104, a mainly used selection, with the odd mint in later issue, catalogue value $8462, some duplication
and faults, otherwise appears f-vf

2610: Sweden 1855-2009 #2 /#20 a mainly used Modern accumulation, with some early issues

USD 200 - 260

Sweden 1855-2009 #2 /#20 a mainly used morden accumulation with some early issues, with used sheetlets and booklets
2005/2009, over 70 FDCs 2005/2009 some officials, will catalogue $960+, appears f-vf

2611: Sweden 1858-1943 #8/#342 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A used (scattered with a couple mint) Sweden accumulation from 1858 to 1943 #8/#342, including some Dues. Includes used #13,
#40, #34a, #36, #56-#65, Mainly Fine with some fine-very fine. Post 1900 all at least f-vf. Please see photos.

2612: Sweden 1858-1974, #8/#1103, a mint and used accumulation

USD 100 - 120

Sweden 1858-1974, #8/#1103, a mint and used accumulation, includes some local post, postage dues and officials, with a good
selection of SON cancels on early issues, duplication on later issues, will catalogue over $600, appears f-vf

2613: Sweden 1858-1976 #9/#1175a Used Collection in 2 Albums

USD 75 - 90

Sweden 1858- 1976,# 9 / #1175a used collection in 2 albums, will catalogue over $560 Scott 2021, some nice early cancellation,
appears f-vf

2614: Sweden 1858-1985 #8/#1527 Collection Mint/Used

USD 175 - 225

A mint and used Sweden collection from 1858 -1985 #8/#1527. This is a bit of a better collection containing a good number of
earlies, only early BOB including Semis/Officials/Dues, souvenir sheets, booklets and more. Includes a fair number used pre 1905
like #10-#12, #24, many complete and part sets throughout. Generally well filled, earlies fine to f-vf, at f-vf to vf onwards. Hinged in a
Scott Specialty Series green album. Please see photos.

USD 75 - 100

2615: Sweden 1858-1992 # used accumulation

Sweden 1858-1993 #8/#2037 used accumulation, great collection for the postmark collector, as there are many SON, appears
f-vf
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2616: Sweden 1870's-1920's Accumulation Used

USD 40 - 50

A duplicated used Sweden accumulation from the 1870's to the 1920's, containing over 800, generally fine to fine-very fine, housed
on 4 double sided stock sheets. Predominantly 1920's, but with a number of pre 1903. Total Scott- well over $500+. Please see
photos.

2617: Sweden 1870's-1930's Accumulation Used

USD 40 - 50

A used Sweden accumulation from the 1870's to the 1930's, on a few double sided stock sheets. Includes Dues, Officials, 1915
Semis, Airs and more. Some light duplication, but a nice grouping with a few interesting cancels, generally f-vf throughout. Please
see photos.

2618: Sweden 1870's-1940's Accumulation Used

USD 100 - 125

A used Sweden accumulation from the 1870's to the 1940's, containg over 900 stamps. Includes a good number pre 1903,
Noticeable duplication, at least f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2619: Sweden 1870's-1960's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 130 - 150

A mint and used Sweden accumulation of over 950 (with over 250 nh), from the 1870's to the 1960's, neatly laid out on 11 double
sided stock sheets. Includes used #12 (some clipped perfs), plus way more. Some noticeable duplication throughout, generally from
the 1920's to the 1940's, and at least fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2620: Sweden 1870's-1990's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 200 - 225

A mint and used, somewhat duplicated, Sweden accumulation from the 1870's to the 1990's. Includes a number of better booklets,
early mint Dues and Semis, and much more. Neatly laid out on a number of double sided stock sheets Generally earlier issues fine
to f-vf, and least f-vf to vf onwards. A better accumulation with a number of better items. Please see photos.

2621: Sweden 1872-1879 #19/#38 Accumulation Used

USD 40 - 50

A used and somewhat duplicated, Sweden accumulation from 1872-1879 #19/#38. Includes 2- #20, #24, 8- #36, plus more.
Generally, f-vf throughout. Total Scott- $800. Please see photos.

2622: Sweden 1872-1974 #17/#1048 Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 200 - 250

A rather large, mint and used Sweden accumulation of several thousand, from 1872-1974 #17/#1048, containing many early classics
to nh modern. Includes singles, blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets. Includes used #20, #70, etc., 1920's to 1940's well
represented. Small duplication, early examples fine to very fine, and at least f-vf to vf onwards, housed on many double sided stock
sheets, housed in a brown binder. Please see photos.
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2623: Sweden 1910-Modern Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 35 - 45

A mint and used Sweden accumulation from 1910 to modern, and includes 1910-1919 Officials, #56/#62, #80/#86, 1968 souvenir
sheet, and 700 modern used examples. Fine to f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2624: Sweden 1920-2013, #120 / #2713, a mint and used accumulation in 102s

USD 290 - 380

Sweden 1920-2013, #120 / #2713, a mint and used accumulation in 102s, include Semi Postals and booklets, catalogue value
$3410, appears mostly f-vf

2625: Sweden 1950's-1970's Accumulation MNH

USD 50 - 60

A nh Sweden accumulation of over 600, from the 1950's to the 1970's, housed on 6 and a half double sided stock sheets. Some
duplication, but fresh, attractive and vf throughout. Please see photos.

2626: Sweden 1960's-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 15 - 25

A small used accumulation of Sweden from the 1960's to the 1980's, containing some nh blocks and booklets. Housed on a coupe
double sided stock sheets, generally, f-vf to vf. Please see photos.

USD 60 - 70

2627: Sweden Booklets MNH

A mint never hinged grouping of 69 Sweden booklets, all intact, but opened to display the stamps. Fresh and vf. Total Scott- $550.
Please see photos.

2628: Sweden Dealer's Lot 1930's-1990's Mint/Used

USD 130 - 150

A Sweden dealer's lot containing predominantly used, scattered with a few modern unused, from the 1930's to the 1990's, with at
least 1,000 stamps. All are neatly identified and catalogued in glassines, housed in a red dealer box. F-vf throughout. Please see
photos.

2629: Sweden Semi Postals /Officials and Postage Dues, 1856-1930, B1 / #O40, a mint and used group in 102s USD 270 - 300
Sweden Semi Postals /Officials and Postage Dues, 1856-1930, B1 / #O40, a mint and used group in 102s, catalogue value $3700,
some sduplication, otherwise appears f-vf

2630: Sweden 1820 Royal Official Mail Stampless Letter

USD 80 - 100

A Sweden Royal Official Mail stampless letter, dated September 13, 1820. This stampless letter has three crowns in the meander
marking, signifying royal official mail. The feather in the seal signifies special express delivery that must be forwarded immediately
under severe legal penalty. These were also used in Swedish Finland. Fairly well preserved, fine. Quite interesting and uncommon to
see.
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USD 180 - 240

2631: Switzerland 1850-1855 #7/#23 Used.
Switzerland
1850-1855
#7/#23
Used.A
13
stamp
collection
#7,7a,2-12,,4-16,17,17a,20,22,23.Some faults,see photos.Scott value $2,610.

2632: Switzerland 1850-1940 #8/#269 + BOB Used

of

early

Swiss

postage..Includes;

USD 80 - 100

A used (scattered with some mint) Switzerland accumulation from 1850-1939 #8/#269 plus Airs, Franchise, and a good number of
Semis (virtually complete) from 1918-1940. Some noticeable duplication, generally fine to f-vf until 1908, and f-vf to vf onwards.
Includes used #8, #28, #42, #47, #59, 2-# 88, etc. Please see photos.

2633: Switzerland 1850's-1930's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 120

A predominantly used, Switzerland accumulation from the 1850's to the 1930's, containing a number of early Seated Helvetia Perfs
and Imperfs, Standing Helvetia, and more. Much duplication, f-vf throughout, with only a couple early issues having a few faults.
Housed on 8 double sided stock sheets, and includes used 2- #8 used (one with LL repair), #10 (major faults), #39-#40, 2- #48, 3#59, plus noticeably more. Generally, quite attractive, with a number of better earlier issues, but heavily duplicated later on. Please
see photos.

USD 160 - 185

2634: Switzerland 1850's-1970's Mint/Used

A mint and used Switzerland accumulation from as early as 1855 #29, to the 1970's, with some a good amount a little more modern
and nh. Includes some earlier Dues and Airs. Includes used #42, #84b, #85, #87, #87c, 2- #88b, #88. Mint #69a, #105, #107, etc.
Includes a couple souvenir sheets. Very attractive throughout. Generally, earlies are f-vf, and at least f-vf to vf onwards. Total Scottover $2,000+. Please see photos.

2635: Switzerland 1851-1924, #10 / #201, a mainly used ex dealers stock in 102s

USD 220 - 250

Switzerland 1851-1924, #10 / #201, a mainly used ex dealers stock in 102s, will catalogue over $2200 Scott 2021, appears
f-vf

2636: Switzerland 1854-2002 #15/#1110, a mint and used accumulation

USD 150 - 170

Switzerland 1854-2002 #15/#1110, a mint and used accumulation, includes semi postals, postage dues, officials, will catalogue over
$1050, appears f-vf

USD 250 - 340

2637: Switzerland 1855-1867 #24/#55a Used

Switzerland 18551867 #24/#55a Used. Avery high quality used collection of early Helvetia stamps.Many stamps with good margins
and many key dates.Key dates include: 2- 24,25,27,28,29,33,35 (rare/cut into right),38,39,40 (nice date cancel) ,3-42,42,2-46,4748
(crease) 50(small fault top),3-50,50a(rare),3-54,. Scott value $4,776.
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2638: Switzerland 1855-1970's, a mainly used accumalation

USD 120 - 140

Switzerland 1855-1970's, a mainly used accumalation, includes Semi Postals, Postage Dues etc, will catalogue over $960 Scott
2021, some duplication, otherwise f-vf

2639: Switzerland 1860's-1950's Collection Mint/Used

USD 575 - 725

A mint and used Switzerland collection from the 1860's to the 1950's, containing a quality grouping of the early issues from 1862 to
1907. Very neatly laid out and identified on impressive hand drawn album pages. Pre 1908 is generally fine to fine-very fine, has a
catalogue value of over $2,500. Includes many complete and part sets throughout. Includes used #41-#48, #58-#59, #76b, #88b,
#105a-#111a, #126-#145, #167-#180, #181-#185, #200-#209, #243-#246, #295-#303, plus noticeably more. Entire collection has a
catalogue value of over $7,200, and is housed in brown binder. Includes some Officials, Semis and some Dues. Please see photos.

2640: Switzerland 1860's-1980's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 200 - 250

A mint and used Switzerland accumulation from the 1860's tot he 1980's, containing many earlier issues like Seated and Standing
Helvetia. Much duplication in the earlier issues, but is predominantly a little more modern. Earlies generally at least fine, and at least
f-vf onwards, housed in 2 stockbooks. Lots of material, very fresh and attractive throughout. Please see photos.

2641: Switzerland 1862-1901 #43a/#84b Used , Mint

USD 190 - 250

Switzerland 1862-1901 #43a/#84b Used , Mint.Overall , a very nice inventory of used Helvetia issues.Also some very nice mintBetter
dates include 356a,3-58,4-59,2-65,70a,74,74a,75,81(white paper),3-84,4-84b.Mint examples - 4-#63 ,4-#67 .Huge Scott Cat value $3,524

2642: Switzerland 1862-1948 #42 / C44, a mint and used ex dealers stock, well identified

USD 650 - 700

Switzerland 1862-1948, #42 / C44, a mint and used ex dealers stock, well identified, will catalogue over $7100 Scott 2021, appears
f-vf

2643: Switzerland 1862-1963 #41/#399 Mint/Used

USD 275 - 325

A mint and used Switzerland collection from 1862-1963 #41/#399, including Semis, Airs and souvenir sheets. Includes a few Seated
Helvetia and very well filled from 1919 onwards. Fresh and attractive throughout, and generally f-vf to 1919, and at least f-vf to vf
onwards. Hinged in a specialty Helvetia album. Please see photos.

2644: Switzerland 1862-1963 #41/#427 Collection Mint/Used

USD 100 - 120

A mint and used Switzerland collection from 1862-1963 #41/#427, including a few Airs, Semis, and Dues. Includes Seated and
Standing Helvetia . This collection contains mostly used, with an unsed #60-#68, and practically complete 1909-1963. Fresh
throughout, and generally, at least f-vf. Please see photos.
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2645: Switzerland 1862-1963, #48/ C46, a mint and used collection in a album

USD 300 - 350

Switzerland 1862-1963, #48/ C46, a mint and used collection in a album, includes Postage Dues, Airs, Officials, Semi Postals, and
Telegraphs, will catalogue over $3000 Scott 2021, appear f-vf

2646: Switzerland 1862-1978, #41 - 666, mint and used

USD 140 - 180

Switzerland 1862 to 1978, #41 - 666, mint and used accumulation, with some early issues , semi postals and later MNH, appears
f-vf

2647: Switzerland 1862-1990's, #41 - #868, mint and used accumulation

USD 75 - 80

Switzerland 1862-1990's, #41 - #868, mint and used accumulation, includes some semi postals, appears f-vf

2648: Switzerland 1867-1948, #52/#5O18, a mint and used accumulation

USD 50 - 60

Switzerland 1867-1948, #52/#5O18, a mint and used accumulation, includes some officials, some duplication, appears f-vf

2649: Switzerland 1867-1970's, #52/#588, a mint and used accumulation

USD 80 - 100

Switzerland 1867-1970's, #52/#588, a mint and used accumulation, with a range of cancel on the early issues, appears f-fv

2650: Switzerland 1867-1978 #52/#655 Collection Mint/Used

USD 150 - 200

A Switzerland collection from 1867-1978 #52/#655, including a quality grouping of Standing and Seated Helvetia ('62-'78), an fairly
extensive Dues component, Officials, a superb 1938 cover, and much more. Complete sets throughout, many, many top vals, etc.
This collection is loaded with better material, housed in a Shweiz album. Total Scott- over $3,000. Please see photos.

2651: Switzerland 1867-1985, #14 /B518, a mainly used accumulation with some mint, in a album

USD 80 - 100

Switzerland 1867-1985, #14 /B518, a mainly used accumulation with some mint, in a album, will catalogue over $700 Scott 2021,
appears f-vf
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2652: Switzerland 1870's-1990's Collection Mint/Used

USD 100 - 120

Switzerland 1870's-1990's, a mostly used collection in a album, many hundreds, including 20+ sitting Helvetias, some Back of Book,
Airs and Semi Postals, (Owner value $1700+) condition little mixed in the early issue, otherwise f-vf

2653: Switzerland 1882-1907 A large inventory of Helvetia and some UPU Allegory issues.

USD 130 - 160

Switzerland 1882-1907 A large inventory of Helvetia and some UPU Allegory issues.Scott value $2,528.

2654: Switzerland 1882-1944 Collection Mint/Used

USD 30 - 40

A smaller, mint and used Switzerland collection from 1882 to 1944, as early as #69, housed in a specialized Tempo album. Some
noticeable missing parts, but a great starter collection. Generally, at least f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2655: Switzerland 1882-1948 Collection Mint/Used

USD 50 - 75

A mint and used Switzerland collection from 1882 to 1948, as early as #69, and includes a good amount of BOB (Semis and Airs).
Pretty well filled 1909 onwards, attractive, generally at least f-vf throughout. Housed in a specialized Tempo album. Please see
photos.

2656: Switzerland 1890's-1950's Accumulation Used

USD 75 - 90

A used (a couple mint throuought) Switzerland accumualtion of over 800, from the 1890's to the 1950's, housed on double sided
stock sheets in a black binder. Generally, some light duplcation, but heavy in places. Includes a few Standing/Seated Helvetia, but
generally, 1930's to 1940's, f-vf. Please see photos.

2657: Switzerland 1900s to 1970s and mint and used ex dealers stock in five 102 boxes

USD 180 - 200

Switzerland 1900s to 1970s and mint and used ex dealers stock in five 102 boxes, includes Airs, Semi postals etc, all indentified,
duplication in all boxes, with many better or top values in later issues, appears f-vf

2658: Switzerland 1900's-1950's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 40 - 50

A heavily duplicated Switzerland accumulation of a few thousand, from the 1900's to the 1950's, vf throughout. A good number pre
1930, all housed on a few loose stock pages, and in 2 loaded smaller stockbooks. Please see photos.
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USD 100 - 140

2659: Switzerland 1901- 1905 #87b/#111 Used.

Switzerland 1901- 1905 #87b/#111 Used. Incsome better date Helvetia stamps: 2-#87b , 89 , 2-92 , 2-93, 111.8 stamps in
total.Some faults.Scott value $2,185.

2660: Switzerland 1907-1926, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets and loose

USD 40 - 50

Switzerland 1907-1926, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets and loose, will catalogue over $350 Scott 2021, appears
f-vf

2661: Switzerland 1907-1938 #127/ #241 Used Some Mint.

USD 220 - 280

Switzerland 1907-1938 #127/ #241 Used Some Mint. A high quality used inventory, with some mint. Virtually all VF. Scott Value
$3,490.

2662: Switzerland 1913-1960, A group of 127 used Railroads Train Traffic Parcel Stamps

USD 60 - 75

Switzerland 1913-1960, A group of 127 used Railroads, Train Traffic Parcel Stamps, with values 10 - 500, nice group, not often
seen, appears f-vf

2663: Switzerland 1919- 1940, a mainly used selection of better and high value stamps in ex dealers stock

USD 100 - 130

Switzerland 1919- 1940, a mainly used selection of better and high value stamps in ex dealers stock, will catalogue over $1500,
some duplication, otherwise f-vf

2664: Switzerland 1919 to 1970s and mint and used ex dealers stock in five 102 boxes

USD 180 - 200

Switzerland 1919 to 1970s and mint and used ex dealers stock in five 102 boxes, includes Airs, Semi postals etc, all indentified,
duplication in all boxes, with many better or top values in later issues, appears f-vf

2665: Switzerland 1936-1978 #B81/#656 Collection Mint/Used

USD 100 - 125

A mint and used Switzerland collection from 1936-1978 #B81/#656, housed on album pages, in 3 red binders. Album 1 contains
1936 to 1948 ($527). Album 2 contains 1948 to 1959 ($405). Album 3 contains 1960 to 1978 ($527). Collection is practically
complete to period, missing some tidbits here and there, as well as missing some souvenir sheets (Some s/s are present). Attractive
and vf throughout. Total S/C Value = $1,460. Please see photos.
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USD 120 - 150

2666: Switzerland 1938-2014 #244/#1527 Mint,MNH,Used.

Switzerland 1938 - 2014 #244/#1527 Mint,MNH,Used. An extensive collection of VF quality singles sets and booklets. Scott value $1,170

USD 100 - 130

2667: Switzerland 1940- 1979, a MNH ex dealers stock on 102s, mostly Pro Juventute, hundreds,

Switzerland 1940- 1979, a MNH ex dealers stock on 102s, mostly Pro Juventute, hundreds, will catalogue over $1600 Scott 2021,
some duplication, otherwise f-vf

USD 110 - 140

2668: Switzerland 1972-1997 #546/#997 Collection MNH

A near complete, nh Switzerland collection from 1972 to 1997, #546/#907, including Semis. A nice, clean, attractive, more modern
collection. Appears at least f-vf throughout with a total catalogue value of over $850+. Housed in a green Stanley Gibbons 'The
Simplex Blank Album'. Please see photos.

USD 65 - 90

2669: Switzerland 1984-1996, a collection over 120 First Day Covers in a album
Switzerland 1984-1996, a collection over 120 First Day Covers in a album

2670: Switzerland 2000-2017, #1067/#1660, a mainly MH/MNH collection with some used in the early issues,

USD 80 - 100

Switzerland 2000-2017, #1067/#1660, a mainly MH/MNH collection with some used in the early issues, in a album, includes semi
postals, will catalogue over $740 Scott 2021, many sets, appears f-vf

USD 140 - 180

2671: Switzerland Air Post Collection 1919-1963 #C1-#C46 Mint Used.

Switzerland 1919-1963 #C1-#C45 Mint Used.Highlights include #1-2 ,#C12 -13 #C14, C14a,C15,C25,C25a. Scott Value
$1,420.

USD 110 - 140

2672: Switzerland Officials and Organizations Stamp Collection 1950 #037/#7014 Mint Used.
Switzerland
Officials
and
Organizations
Stamp
Collection
1950
#037/#7014
#037-47,#109-16,#2036-41,#3038-43,6 , #3047, #3083-93 , #401-21, #5025. Scott value $910.

2673: Switzerland Postage Due Collection1878-1937 #J1/#J59 Used Mint.
Switzerland 1878-1937 #J1/#J59 Used Mint. 70 stamps. Scott Value - $1,679
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2674: Switzerland Semi-Postal Stamp Collection 1913 -2002 #1/#667

USD 320 - 420

Switzerland Semi-Postal Stamp Collection 1913 -2002 #1/#668 An extensive collection of the Semi-Postal issues of
Switzerland.Mint,MNH,and used.Many complete sets.Scott value - $4,022.

2675: Switzerland Stamp Accumulation 1851-1940s

USD 180 - 250

Switzerland 1851-1940s, #9/ B135, A dealers stock (mostly used) in a album,includes are Federal Administration, Helvetia Imperfs
and Perfs, other quality Postage, Semi Postal and more. Some duplication, appear mostly fine. Please see photos.

USD 120 - 150

2676: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1858-1903

Switzerland 1858-1903, #36, #38, #42, #46, #47, #50, #50a ($275), #54, #58, #59, #70a, #73b, #75, #84, #85, #87b ($135), a MH
and used selection on a stocksheet. Total S/C 2021 value is $900. Some faults throughout, otherwise f-vf

2677: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862- 1950s

USD 120 - 180

Switzerland 1862-1950s a mint and used group on a stocksheet, consisting of 61 stamps and 5 souvneir sheets incudes Semis,
Officials, , will catalogue over $880+ Scott 2021, appears f-v

USD 50 - 60

2678: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862- 1963
Switzerland 1862-1963, a mint and used group on stocksheets, appear mostly fine. Please see photos.

2679: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862- 1990s

USD 100 - 130

Switzerland 1862-1990s.A mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, and includes #65 ($110). Also MNH (mint never hinged)
group 1920s to 1990s. Some duplication, otherwise appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 40 - 50

2680: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1920s

Switzerland 1862-1920s, a MH and used collection on leaves, includes Airs, Postage Dues etc, appear mostly f-vf. Please see
photos.

USD 75 - 100

2681: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1923

Switzerland 1862-1923, a mainly used selection with some MH, on stocksheet, includes Semi postals, appears mostly f-vf Please
see photos.
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USD 50 - 75

2682: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1930s

Switzerland 1862-1930s. A mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, includes #98, #99, and #100.Appears mostly fine, Please
see photos. ,

USD 110 - 140

2683: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1940

Switzerland1862-1940, a MH and used selection on leaves, with a nice grouping of Seated Helvetia, including #46, Small Numerals
including #84, 1924 Air Post, Semi Postal, and much more. Catalogue value over $1,000+ in 2021 S/C value. Appears mostly f-vf
Please see photos.

USD 110 - 140

2684: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1940s

Switzerland 1862-1940s, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, catalogue value $1,200, Scott 2021, appears mostly f-vf.
Please see photos.

USD 130 - 180

2685: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1960s

Switzerland 1862-1960s, a MH and used accumulation on leavesa. includes Semi Postal, Postage Due as well as #150 3c Dark
Violet, and 230 mint never hinged stamps in partial sheets. Appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 100 - 120

2686: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862--1963

Switzerland 1862-1963, #42 / #C46, a MH and used selection on stocksheets, catalogue value $754, some faults, otherwise appears
mostly f-vf.

USD 75 - 100

2687: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1970s

Switzerland 1862-1970s, a mainly used accumulation on stocksheets, includes #41 ($175). Total S/C 2021 value is $600. Appears
mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 150 - 200

2688: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1862-1970s

Switzerland 1862-1970s, a mint and used accumulation, on stocksheets, with much being never hinged. Appears mostly f-vf. Please
see photos.

USD 100 - 120

2689: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1878-1970s

Switzerland 1878-1970s, a mint ans used accumulation, includes Postage Due, Franchise, Air Post and an extensive Semi Postal
section. appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.
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USD 150 - 200

2690: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1878-1980

Switzerland 1878 to 1980. a mint and used accumulation, Includes Postage, Semi Postal, Air Post, Postage Due, Franchise, Officials
and more. Appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 40 - 45

2691: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1882-1960
Switzerland Stamp Collection 1882-1960, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, appeats mostly fine.

2692: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1901-1970's

USD 60 - 75

Switzerland 1901-1970's , a mainly used collection, with duplication. Many hundreds of stamps with a total S/C 2022 value of over
$320+. appear mostly f-vf Please see photos.

2693: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1907- 1960s

USD 130 - 180

Switzerland 1907-1960s, a mint and used accumulation, with much never hinged, with duplication, some nice bigger blocks, as well
as 2- #J29 blocks of 25. Overall a quality collection, some small faults in the early issues, but generally f-vf throughout. Please see
photos.

USD 130 - 180

2694: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1914-1938

Switzerland 1914-1938, A used collection, with over 100 examples of #200 and #201 each,. This collection appears f-vf throughout,
and has a total S/C 2021 value of over $2,000+. Please see photos.

USD 50 - 60

2695: Switzerland Stamp Collection 1941-1972

Switzerland 1941-1972, a mint and usec selection on stocksheets, includes Air Definitives, souvenir sheets, and full 1948 #B178
souvenir sheet ($65) a two covers, appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

2696: Switzerland Stamp Collection MNH 1936-1938, #227 / #246

USD 50 - 60

Switzerland 1936-1938, #227 / #246 A MH/MNH (mint never hinged) group on a stocksheet, includes four tete beche pairs (220a,
221a)will catalogue over $140 Scott 2021. Appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 375 - 425

2697: Switzerland 1850-1862 #8/#38 Used

A used grouping of Switzerland from 1850-1862 #8/#38, consisting of 18 stamps, VG-VF. This rarer grouping containing Rayon I and
II, Sitting Helvetia, and Imperfs. Includes #8, 2- #10, #20-#21, #23, #28-#29, #31, #33-#34, 2- #36, #36a, #38. Attractive and clean,
with a total Scott- $3,547.
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USD 100 - 150

2698: Switzerland 1850-1905 #8/#117 Mint/Used

A grouping of 24, mint and used, from Switzerland from 1850-1905 #8/#117. Includes used #8, #12, 2- #43, #46-#48, #56, #59,
#74c, #97a, #117. Mint #54, #58, #61-#62. Damaged/repaired (not counted) #17, 2- #22, #43a, #50a. Fresh throughout, generally
fine to f-vf. Total Scott- $1,156.

2699: Switzerland 1851 5c Black and red, used #227 FORGERY

USD 45 - 50

Switzerland 1851 5c Black and red, used #227 FORGERY, genuine would catalogue $4150, fine

USD 120 - 140

2700: Switzerland 1855 #31 Used
Switzerland 1855 #31 Used . 1 Fr, Lav (yel).Nice circular date cancel.Scott value $1,000.

USD 100 - 120

2701: Switzerland 1855 #31 Used
Switzerland 1855 #31 Used. A rare early Swiss stamp.Tight margins.Good value.Scott value $1,000.

USD 80 - 100

2702: Switzerland 1862-1904 #48, #86, #87b UF

Switzerland 1862-1904 #48, #86, #87b, used, fine. 1862-64 #48 60c bronze ($215), 1882-1904 #86 50c blue ($27), 1901-03 #87b 1fr
claret ($350). Total S/C 2020 value is $592.

USD 100 - 120

2703: Switzerland 1862-64 #50, #50a UF

Switzerland 1862-64 #50, #50a, used, fine. Two earlier Swiss issues #50 1fr gold ($130), #50a 1fr yellowish bronze ($620). Total S/C
2021 value is $750.

2704: Switzerland 1862-64 #50a Yellow Brown U F/VF

USD 100 - 120

Switzerland 1862-64 #50a Yellow Brown, used, fine-very fine. Two cancelled examples with a S/C 2020 value of $620 each.

USD 40 - 50

2705: Switzerland 1867-78 #58c Gray U VF

Switzerland 1867-78 #58c Gray, used, very fine. Well centred, with a few shorter perfs which is expected, and a clear circular date
cancel. S/C 2021 value is $170.
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USD 75 - 100

2706: Tanzania Stamp Collection 1967-1993

Tanzania 1967-1993, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, many MNH (mint never hinged) , in singles, blocks and
souvenir stamp sheets. few minor faults, otherwise appears f-vf. Please see photos.

2707: Thailand 1883-1959 #1/#336, a mainly used accumulation

USD 80 - 100

Thailand 1883-1959 #1/#336, a mainly used accumulation, will catalogue over $345 (Scott 2021), small amount of duplication,
otherwise f-vf

2708: Thailand 1883-1963, #1/#394, a mint and used collection

USD 200 - 250

Thailand 1883-1963, #1/#394, a mint and used collection, much of the mint has been effected by humidity, and toned gum is the
result, will catalogue over $2000, with some better items, fine

USD 60 - 75

2709: Thailand Stamp collection 1887-1981

Thailand (Siam) 1887-1981 #12 / 980, a mainly used, with some mint accumulation on leaves, also has small quantity of Laos, Korea
and Vietnam. Some faults otherwise f-vf

2710: Thailand 1961-1968, #348/#360, MNH blocks of four

USD 160 - 180

Thailand 1961-1968, #348/#360, MNH plate blocks of four, 1 baht to 10 baht, will catalogue over $650, appears f-vf

2711: Thailand 1961-1968, #348/#360, MNH singles

USD 50 - 60

Thailand 1961-1968, #348/#360, MNH singles, catalgue value $145 (Scott 2021), appears f-vf

2712: Topical 1972 Olympics collection of MNH stamps

USD 100 - 120

Topical collection "1972 Munich Olympics" much are MNH stamps, many hundreds of complete sets from around the world, includes
over 60 sheetlets, will catalogue over $500, appears f-vf

2713: Topical -Transportation, a mint and used collection, includes trains, planes, ships vehicle,

USD 25 - 30

Topical -Transportation, a mint and used collection, includes trains, planes, ships vehicle, bicycles, tractors etc, with over 320 stamps
to nthe collection, mostly written up, a nice collection for continuation, appears f-vf
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2714: Tunisia 1888-1950s, #9 /# C17, a mint and used collection

USD 50 - 60

Tunisia 1888-1950s, #9 /# C17, a mint and used collection, includes semi postal, Air post, postage dues, parcel post, appears
f-vf

USD 75 - 100

2715: Tunisia Stamp Collection 1902- 1930s

Tunisia 1888-1930s a MH/MNH and used accumulation on leaves,in singles and blocks. Includes Postage Due, Air Post, Parcel Post
and more. Please see photos.

2716: Tunsia 1950s -1970s, a MH/MNH and used on stocksheets,

USD 100 - 120

Tunsia 1950s -1970s, a MH/MNH and used on stocksheets, will catalogue over $650 Scott 2021, includes singles, sets and
sheetlets, appears mostly f-vf

2717: Turkey 1863- 1950's, #1 / #1059, a mint and used accumulation, includes No.1 Semis Airs, Occupation, USD 120 - 150
Turkey 1863- 1950's, #1 / #1059, a mint and used accumulation, includes No.1 Semis Airs, Occupation, will catalogue over $1170
Scott 2021, some duplication, otherwise f-vf

2718: Turkey 1863- 1990, #4 / #2484, a mint and used selection, on stocksheets

USD 60 - 90

Turkey 1863- 1990, #4 / #2484, a mint and used selection, on stocksheets, catalogue value $600, some faults, otherwise appears
f-vf

2719: Turkey 1865-1977, #9 / #1921 a mainly used collection, with some mint, includes some Turkey in Asia,

USD 120 - 130

Turkey 1865-1977, #9 / #2062, a mainly used collection, with some mint, includes some Turkey in Asia, Dues, Airs, Officials, some
duplication, Appears f-vf

2720: Turkey 1869-1977, #22 / #2062, a mainly used collection

USD 100 - 130

Turkey 1869-1977, #22 / #2062, a mainly used collection, with some mint, includes some Turkey in Asia, Dues, Airs, Officials,
Appears f-vf

2721: Turkey 1876-1969, #42/#1808, a mint and used collection in a album

USD 150 - 180

Turkey 1876-1969, #42/#1808, a mint and used collection in a album, will catalogue over $1200, some duplication, otherwise
f-vf
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USD 80 - 100

2722: Turkey Stamp Collection 1865- 1970s
Turkey 1865-1970s, a mint and used accumulation on stocksheets, appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 80 - 125

2723: Turkey Stamp Collection 1869-1940

Turkey 1869 to 1940. a mint and used, neatly hinged on Scott album pages. Many attractive examples pre 1906. Appears mostly f-vf
Please see photos.

USD 100 - 140

2724: Turkey Stamp Collection 1869-1960s

Turkey 1869-196os, a mint and used selection on stocksheets ans leaves, includes never hinged sheets which will cat for over $230
alone. Appears mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

2725: Turkey Stamp Collection MNH 1960s to 1980s

USD 50 - 75

Turkey 1960s to 1980s, a nice MNH Turkey selection on stocksheets, appears f-vf

2726: United Arab Emirates 1973-1999 Umm Al Qiwain Stamp Collection 1964-1965

USD 50 - 70

United Arab Emirates 1973-1999 , Umm Al Qiwain Stamp Collection 1964-1966 . UAE mostly used. Umm Al Qiwain nice mint sets
including #1-18, 19-25, 26-33, also air post,#C1-9, C01-C04.Scott value $529.

2727: Vatican City 1929-1988 #1/#818 Mint, MNG, Used.

USD 150 - 220

Vatican City 1929-1988 #1/#818 Mint, MNG, Used.,An extensive collecion of Vatican City. Included are postage singles and many
sets:#1-13E1-219-27, 32-34, 41-6, 41-4, 91-98,102-109, 143-44,145-48, 779-82, 783-84,785-87,816-18.Also included is a nice
collection of semi-postals, air post, special deliveryand parcel post stamps.A great collection. Scott value $1,812.

2728: Vatican City Stamp Collection 1929- 1950s

USD 60 - 80

Vatican City 1929-1950s, a MH and used selection on leaves.appears mostly f-vf

USD 90 - 140

2729: Vatican City Stamp Collection 1929-1966

Vatican City from 1929 to 1966. This is a mint and used collection on leaves and loose. Includes Regular Posta, Air Post, Special
Delivery, Postage Due (MH). This collection appears at least f-vf throughout and has a S/C 2022 value of $670. Please see photos
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USD 65 - 75

2730: Vatican City Stamp Collection 1935-1980

Vatican City 1935 to 1980. This is a very sparsely populated album, but most do seem to appear mnh. This is a very high quality
Davo Poste Vaticane hingeless album.

USD 80 - 100

2731: Vatican City Stamp Collection 1993-2010

Vatican City 1993 to 2010. Mostly MNH, virtually complete, housed in a red hingeless Lighthouse album with slip cover. Included as
well are never hinged souvenir sheets. Please see photos.

USD 100 - 120

2732: Vatican City Stamp Collection 1995-2000

Vatican City 1995 to 2000. Mostly MNH, virtually complete, on "White Ace" hingeless pages in a white binder. Appears mostly f-vf.
Please see photos.

USD 100 - 120

2733: Vatican City Stamp Collection 2000-2007

Vatican City 2000 to 2007. Mostly MNH, virtually complete, housed on "White Ace" hingeless pages in a white binder. Please see
photos.

2734: Vatican City, 1929-1981, # 1 / #704, a mint and used collection in a album

USD 120 - 150

Vatican City, 1929-1981, # 1 / #704, a mint and used collection in a album, will catalogue over $930 Scott 2021, appears f-vf

2735: Venezuela 1859-1998 #1/#1601 Mint, Used.

USD 75 - 100

Venezuela 1859-1998 #1/#1601 Mint, Used.Asmall collection with several rare early stamps of Venezuela. Includes #1, 1a, 37b
(faults), 38a, thin but scarce, inverted O/P, 41, 140, 147, 324, and an interesting #111 overprint shift. Scott value $728.

USD 120 - 190

2736: Viet Nam 1951-1994 #1/#2522 MNH, Mint.

Viet Nam 1951-1994 #1/#2522 MNH, Mint.A superb collection with mostly ets,some singles.Included is a group of Air post ,military
stamps , and officials.Scott value $1,696.

USD 40 - 50

2737: Vietnam Stamp Collection 1950s-1980s

Vietnam 1950s-1980s, a mainly used accumulation on leaves with over 700 stamps.Appears mostly f-vf, please see photos.
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USD 40 - 50

2738: Western Ukraine 1918-1919 #1/396a Mint.

Western Ukraine 1918-1919 #1/396a Mint. 5 early postage. Includes #1-4 M/LH, #96a Mint/LH. All Vf with good margins.Scott
$360.

2739: Yugoslavia & Montenegro Stamp Collection 1921-1940's

USD 65 - 90

Yugoslavia & Montenegro 1921 to late 1940's, a mint used accumulation on leaves, includes some sets and partial sets, S/C 2021
value of over $400+. appears mostly f-vf. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

USD 50 - 60

2740: Yugoslavia 1919- 1960s
Yugoslavia 1919-1960s a mint and used selection on leaves and stocksheets, appears mostly f-vf

2741: Yugoslavia 1946-1985 General Issues, #206/#1733 Mint, MNH, Used.

USD 75 - 100

Yugoslavia 1946-1985 General Issues $206/#1067 .The vast majority of this collection is MNH and MLH,with a small group of
unused.A large number of sets.(see photos) . Overall a very nice modern collection.Scott value $737.

2742: Yugoslavia 1985-1996 #1748/#2352 MNH, Mint.

USD 45 - 60

Yugoslavia 1985-1996 #1748/#2352 MNH, Mint. A nice group of modern ,along with a collection of semi postal, air post, and
Trieste.Scott value $459.

USD 55 - 75

2743: Yugoslavia Souvenir Sheet #2479, 2000

Yugoslavia 2000, #2479, souvenir sheet, with 8 complete souvenir sheets, all of which are MNH (mint never hinged). Each sheet
contains 20 stamps, plus the centre. Total S/C 2021 value = $480. Appears f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 60 - 80

2744: Yugoslavia Stamp Collection 1879-1920s

Yugoslavia 1879-1920s, a mint and used group on stocksheets ans leaves, includes, Bosnia, Herzegovina and Serbia. Appears
mostly f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 60 - 80

2745: Yugoslavia Stamp Collection 1918-1940

Yugoslavia stamp collection from 1918 to 1940. Neatly hinged onto Kabe album pages, f-vf throughout. Please see photos.
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USD 80 - 120

2746: Yugoslavia Stamp Collection 1918-1976

Yugoslavia 1918-1976, a mint and used selection on leaves and stocksheets, includes some Bosnia and Herzegovina.Some faults,
otherwise appears f-vf. Please see photos.

USD 100 - 120

2747: Yugoslavia Stamp Collection 1918-1980

Yugoslavia 1918 to 1980, a mainly used with some MH thoughout in a album, includes Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia
and Trieste. Appears f-vf. Please see photos.

2748: A group of over 140 FORGERIES and reprints from around the world

USD 120 - 150

A group of over 140 FORGERIES and reprints from around the world, includes GB, USA, Hawaii etc, appears fine

2749: A mint and used A -Z worldwide accumulation with over 31 countries included

USD 250 - 280

A mint and used A -Z worldwide accumulation with over 31 countries included, from Bhutan to Vatican City, many thousand, appears
f-vf

2750: A mint and used balance of a consignment in 100s of 102s,

USD 600 - 700

A mint and used balance of a consignment in 100s of 102s, catlogue value $5769 Scott 2021, appears mostly f-vf

2751: A mint and used world accumulation 1870's to 1990s in packets and loose

USD 60 - 75

A mint and used world accumulation 1870's to 1990s in packets and loose, includes USA plate blocks (1920-30s), USA face value,
Tokelau (mainly MH 1-149), British Commonwealth and European, appears f-vf

2752: A mint and used worldwide accumulation, 1960's to 2000's.

USD 50 - 60

A mint and used worldwide accumulation, 1960's to 2000's, includes, Beijing 22 Oympics box set with sheetlets, France 1985/6 mint,
Denmark, some Brit Commom and 2 albums of world, and many packets, with many complete sets, appears f-vf

2753: A mordern used world off paper accumulation mostly 1950's to 1990's, contained in a shoebox, 10s of

USD 30 - 45

A mordern used world off paper accumulation mostly 1950's to 1990's, contained in a shoebox, 10s of thousands, duplication,
otherwise f-vf
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2754: A world accumulation (little Brit Commonwealth) on leaves and looses in packets, 1890s to 1980s

USD 350 - 400

A world accumulation (little Brit Commonwealth) on leaves and looses in packets, 1890s to 1980s, will catalogue over $3000+, a little
messy, but some better item to be found, appears mostly f-vf

2755: A worldwide accumulation in 7 albums and looses leaves, strong in Asian countries

USD 150 - 180

A worldwide accumulation in 7 albums and looses leaves, strong in Asian countries, includes Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam Laos,
plus many other countries ( many 100s), appears f-vf

2756: A worldwide collection in fifteen albums, 1850-1970s, mostly used with some mint throughout, many

USD 300 - 320

A worldwide collection in fifteen albums, 1850-1970s, mostly used with some mint throughout, many thousands of stamps, appears
mostly f-vf

2757: A worldwide used accumulation in over 600 packets contained in a box, many thousand of stamps

USD 80 - 100

A worldwide used accumulation in over 600 packets contained in a box, many thousand of stamps, duplication , otherwise
f-vf

2758: A-Z collection, 1850-1970's mix of mint and used in ten albums contained in a carton

USD 320 - 350

A-Z collection, 1850-1970s, mix of mint and used in ten albums contained in a carton, includes Bermuda, China, Hong Kong,
Newfoundland, Poland, South Africa, some duplication throughout, otherwise f-vf

2759: A-Z remainder accumulation, in 16 albums and loose, in two large cartons,

USD 150 - 200

A-Z remainder accumulation, in 16 albums and loose, in two large cartons, includes a packets of 100s of world sheetlets,, mostly
MNH (great for the topical collector), mixed condition, mostly fine

2760: A-Z world accumulation in 102s (100s), includes some British Commonwealth, Africian Nation, Asia,

USD 400 - 450

A-Z world accumulation in 102s (100s), includes some British Commonwealth, Africian Nation, Asia, will catlogue over $3700+, minor
duplication, otherwise appears f-vf

2761: Balance of a collection, 1960's -1970's, a mainly MNH group, includes Abu Dhabi, South Arabia,

USD 40 - 50

Balance of a collection, a mainly MNH group, includes Abu Dhabi, South Arabia, Bangladesh, Christmas Is. etc, Will catalogue over
$320, appears f-vf
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2762: Balance of a consignment 1930's to 1980's, includes Europa and Aircraft (topical collections) Italy,

USD 100 - 120

Balance of a consignment 1930's to 1980's, includes Europa and Aircraft (topical collections) Italy, USA, Hawali Romania, some
British Commonwealth, will catalogue over $750 Scott 2021, mostly f-vf

2763: Balance of a consignment worldwide in 4 albums and loose

USD 130 - 150

Balance of a consignment worldwide in 4 albums and loose , mixed condition mostly fine

2764: Balance of a consignment, 1900's 1980's in eight albums and stockbooks

USD 80 - 100

Balance of a consignment , 1900's 1980's in eight albums and stockbooks, includes Poland , Russia, GB, Canada,, USA and
Germany, some duplication otherwise f-vf

2765: Balance of a consignment, 1920's 1980's in seven albums

USD 80 - 100

Balance of a consignment , 1920's 1980's in seven albums, includes Germany, Malta, UN, Canada, mostly f-vf

2766: Eastern European Countries, 1870's - 1970's and mint and used accumulation

USD 150 - 180

Eastern European Countries, 1870's - 1970's and mint and used accumulation, includes Albaneia, Armenia, Bosnia, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Montenegro, Slavakia, Serbia, and Yugoslavia, will catalogue over $1530, mostly f-vf

2767: Eastern European Countries, early 2000s, a duplicated MH/MNH collection of sheetlets

USD 140 - 180

Eastern European Countries, early 2000s, a duplicated MH/MNH collection of sheetlets from Armenia to Serbia, over 100 sheetlets
with a catalogue over $1550, appears f-vf

USD 60 - 75

2768: Caribbean Nations Stamp Collection

Caribbean Nations stamp collection containing stamps from Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti and Puerto Rico. This collection
contains early issues to modern. The Puerto Rico component pre 1900 appears very attractive and fresh. A few small faults
expected, but generally attractive and f-vf throughout. Please see photos.

2769: Saudi Arabia 1891-1981 #205/#801 Mint, Used, . Sudan, 1897-1937 #6/#93, Yemen #2/#196, Mint, Used.

USD 55 - 70

Saudi Arabia 1891-1981 #205/#801 Mint, Used, . Sudan, 1897-1937 #6/#93 Mint, Used.A nice collection of Arab nations,Saudi
Arabia ans Sudan.Includes sets (sudan - #79-94,Sets from Saudi Arabie - #20507, 243-5, 277-81, 762-3,
764,5,767-8,769-770,771-2,773-4,775-7, 784-5, 792-3, 794-5. Also includes a nice collection of Yemen # 2/#196 Scott value
$498
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2770: Many hundreads of world mint and used in albums, boxes and loose from 1900's to 1970s

USD 150 - 180

Many hundreads of world mint and used in albums, boxes and loose from 1900's to 1970s, includes India, GB and Canada,
duplication, mostly f-vf

2771: Western European Countries 1870's 1980's a mint and used accumulation

USD 180 - 200

Western European Countries 1870's 1980's a mint and used accumulation, includes Austria, Denamrk, Sweden, France, Andorra,
Greece, Belgium, will catlaogue over $1700, appears f-vf

2772: world accumulation of mint and used in a carton, includes, France, USA, European with DDR, Canada,

USD 80 - 100

world accumulation of mint and used in a carton, includes, France, USA, European with DDR, Canada, Greece etc, much is
unchecked, appears mostly f-vf

2773: World collection in two albums, 1959-1979 a mainly MNH, includes Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Ajman, etc, with

USD 230 - 260

World collection in two albums, 1959-1979 a mainly MNH, includes Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Ajman, etc, with some Untied Nations in blocks,
pairs and singles, will catalogue over $2000, nice clean lot, appears f-vf

2774: Worldwide 1930's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 50 - 60

A mint and used worldwide accumulation, of many hundreds, from the late 1930's to the 1970's, in a large red 'King' stockbook.
Includes Republic of Guinea, Ryuku Islands, Russia, Ceylon, Japan, Phillipines, Tunisia, and other Commonwealth countries. Please
see photos.

USD 35 - 45

2775: Worldwide 1980's Accumulation Used

A used Worldwide duplicated accumulation of thousands, from the 1980's, in a Fil-I-Safe album. Includes Great Britain, Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. Generally, f-vf throughout. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

USD 80 - 100

2776: Worldwide accumulation 1900-1960s

Worldwide Accumulation 1900-1960s a mint and used accumulation on leaves and stocksheets, Iran, Labuan, Madagascar, Guinea,
Zimbabwe, Zanzibar, Burundi, Brunei, Rwanda, Urundi, Dahomey, Congo, Mali, Mozambique and more. Appears f- vf
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2777: Worldwide accumulation in hundreds of packets, thousands of stamps many sets and singles from aroundUSD 45 - 60
Worldwide accumulation in hundreds of packets, thousands of stamps many sets and single from around the globe, mostly
fine

2778: Worldwide accumulation mint and used in 10 albums and loose, in a carton

USD 90 - 130

Worldwide accumulation mint and used in 10 albums and loose, in a carton

USD 30 - 40

2779: Worldwide Accumulation Mint/Used

A mint and used Worldwide accumulation of over 700, on 48 pages, neatly laid out in a blue stockbook. Generally, f-vf throughout,
with some more modern, and a few earlies from Azerbaijan and other places. Please see photos.

USD 60 - 70

2780: Worldwide Accumulation MNH/Used

A MNH (light amount of used) worldwide accumulation of 100's, including sets,and souvenir sheets. Many better stamps throughout,
housed in a grey stockbook. Please see photos.

2781: Worldwide accumulation of mint and used in binders, boxes and loose

USD 180 - 200

Worldwide accumulation of mint and used in binders, boxes and loose, includes British Commonwealth, Sweden, a box of modern
commicial covers and cards, Hong Kong CNY packs 1990s etc, interesting lot worth a look, appears f-vf

2782: Worldwide accumulation of on and off paper, mostly 1960's to 2000's, also includes over 100+

USD 35 - 50

Worldwide accumulation of on and off paper, mostly 1960's to 2000's, also includes over 100+ comerrical and FDC (world), many
thousands of stamps, duplication , otherwise f-vf

2783: Worldwide acumulation of mint and used in packets and on sheets, 1950s to 1980s

USD 180 - 200

Worldwide acumulation of mint and used in packets and on sheets, 1950s to 1980s, many hundreds of packets much is identified,
album of world mini sheets, and topical collection of Flowers and animals, USA plates blocks from 1950-60, some UN, appear mainly
f-vf

2784: Worldwide A-Z 1920's to 1980's, used collection in a album, many thousand
Worldwide A-Z 1920's to 1980's, used collection in a album, many thousand, catalogue value $1250+, appears f-vf
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2785: Worldwide A-Z used collection in four Standard World stamp albums

USD 45 - 60

Worldwide A-Z used collection 1900's to 1980's in four Standard World stamp albums, many thousands appears mainly f-vfMedium:
Stamps

USD 90 - 100

2786: Worldwide KGVI-QEII Accumulation

A mainly used worldwide accumulation of many thousands, in 5 albums, mostly from KGVI to QEII, with a few earlier. Some
duplication, and appears f-vf throughout. Please note that many, many stamps have not been photographed.

2787: Worldwide mint and used accumulation in 10 albums in a carton

USD 90 - 130

Worldwide mint and used accumulation in 10 albums in a carton, mostly 1920's to 1980's, many 1000s, appears f-vf

2788: Worldwide Topical "Greatest Masterpieces of Art" Collection MNH

USD 60 - 70

A worldwide topical collection with a "Greatest Masterpieces of Art" theme, issued by the International Society of Postmasters. An
informative limited edition (with cert) of incredible drawings of each artist and the superb stamps. A nice additional to any topical
collection. F-vf throughout and housed in a speciality specifically made album. Please see photos.

2789: Worldwide Topical "International Year of the Child" Collection MNH

USD 25 - 30

A mainly MNH, worldwide topical "International Year of the Child" collection, including sheetlets. Housed in black mounts, in a green
binder . Total Scott- over $200+. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

2790: Worldwide Topical Space Collection 1960's-1970's

USD 200 - 250

A worldwide topical collection from the 1960's to the 1970's, all about Space and Space Travel, in an extremely well filled binder,
practically bursting. Includes perf and imperf, a few covers, sheetlets. Most of the used appears to be CTO, with hundreds of stamps,
and over a hundred sheetlets and complete sheets. Very interesting collection with FDC's, and appears at least f-vf throughout.
Interesting to see all the different countries stamps in regards to this topic. Please see photos.

2791: Worldwide, 1900's 1980'sMH and used accumulation in three albums

USD 150 - 180

Worldwide, 1900's 1980'sMH and used accumulation in three albums, with over 5000+ stamps , sheetlets, sets and singles
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2792: Worlwide 1950's-1970's Accumulation Mint/Used

USD 90 - 120

A larger mint and used Worldwide accumulation, of many thousands, from the 1950's to the 1970's, in 10 albums and loose. Better
than your average accumulation of this size, and f-vf throughout. Please note many stamps have not been photographed.

2793: Worldwide Covers 1920's - 1930's w/ FDC's

USD 100 - 120

A worldwide covers collection from the 1920's to the 1990's, with many FDC's, and many with cachets.Over 1,800 in total.
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